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Evaluation of a Heat Flux Microsensor in a Transonic
Turbine Cascade

Hume L. Peabody

(ABSTRACT)

The effects of using an insert Heat Flux Microsensor (HFM) versus an HFM

deposited directly on a turbine blade to measure heat flux in a transonic cascade are

investigated.  The HFM is a thin-film sensor, 6.35 mm (0.250”) in diameter (for an insert

gage, including the housing) which measures heat flux and surface temperature.  The

thermal time response of both gages was modeled using a 1-D, finite difference technique

and a 2-D, finite element solver.  The transient response of the directly deposited gage

was also tested against insert gages using an unsteady shock wave in a bench test setup

and using a laser of known output.  The effects of physical gage offset from the blade

surface were also investigated.  The physical offset of an insert HFM near the stagnation

point on the suction side of a turbine blade was intentionally varied and the average heat

transfer coefficient measured.  Turbulence grids were used to study how offset affects the

heat transfer coefficient with freestream turbulence added to the flow.

The time constant of the directly deposited gage was measured to be 856 µs

compared to less than 30 µs for the insert gages.  Model results predict less than 20 µs for

both gages and rule out the anodization layer (used for electrical isolation of the directly

deposited gage from the blade) as the cause for the directly deposited gage’s much slower

time response.  Offsets of ± 0.254 mm (0.010”) at the gage location with an estimated

boundary layer thickness of 0.10 mm (0.004”) produced a higher average heat transfer

coefficient than the 0.000” offset case.  Using an insert HFM resulted in a higher average

heat transfer coefficient than using the directly deposited gage and reduced the effects of

freestream turbulence.  To accurately measure heat transfer coefficients and the effects of

freestream turbulence, the disruption of the flow caused by a gage must be minimized.

Depositing a gage directly on the blade minimizes the effects of offset, but the cause of

the slow time response must first be resolved if high speed data is to be taken.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Today's aerospace industry is always interested in achieving a higher thrust from

turbofan aircraft engines.   A typical turbofan engine is depicted in Figure 1 below:

Figure 1 – Typical Turbofan Engine

Currently, the combustor section can produce higher temperatures, and

consequently higher turbine efficiency and thrust.  However, this also increases the

thermal load on the turbine section.  Unfortunately, the thermal limits of materials are

already being pushed to the edge of the envelope.  Materials are currently the limiting

factor in the long-term operation of turbofan engines.

Research is being done to quantify the temperatures and heat flux seen by the

turbine section of an engine in order to better understand the thermal loads contributing to

thermal fatigue.  Since the first row of stators experiences the highest temperatures and

heat flux levels, this section is the focus of study in the Virginia Tech Transonic Wind

Tunnel.  Due to the complex nature of the flow through the rotor/stator section, analytical

evaluation cannot provide all the unsteady details of the flow.  Therefore, the only viable

method to determine all of the details of the thermal loads is experimental measurement.

This also provides experimental results to correlate to improvements in CFD engine

codes.

Compressor
Combustor

Turbine
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Chapter 2 Motivation

The flow exiting the combustor section is a mixture of soot, air, and various other

products of combustion.  As this mixture enters the first row of rotors and stators, it

contributes both unsteady and steady heat flux.  Freestream turbulence and rotors passing

through the trailing edge shocks from the upstream row of stators represent unsteady

sources of heat flux.  The hot gases exiting the combustor represent a steady heat flux

load.  Therefore, any measurements must be made transiently, in order to effectively

measure the unsteady portion of the thermal load.

All of these sources can be studied in the Virginia Tech Transonic Cascade Wind

Tunnel.  Previous work done in this facility utilized Heat Flux Microsensors (HFM)

manufactured by Vatell Corp.  These sensors have a fast response time and respond

nearly equally to all three modes of heat transfer (i.e. conduction, convection, and

radiation).  However, problems exist when an insert gage is introduced into an

experimental setup.  The effect of the gage itself on the experiment is generally unknown.

This thesis attempts to evaluate some of the inherent problems with introducing

an HFM into a transonic turbine cascade setup.  One of the most obvious problems with

using gages to measure heat flux in a turbine blade is the introduction of a step or a recess

if the gage is not mounted exactly flush with the surface in which it is inserted.

Figure 2 – Depiction of Offset from Blade Surface

A method used to eliminate such problems was to manufacture and deposit a new

gage directly on a turbine blade to minimize the effect of gage offset.  Unfortunately, the

time response of the directly deposited gage is significantly slower than standard insert

gages previously used for heat transfer measurements.  The cause of this is not

understood.
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Therefore, the directly deposited sensor was modeled using both a 1-D, finite-

difference model and a 2-D, finite-element model to determine the theoretical thermal

response of the sensor.  The time response of the directly deposited sensor was tested

experimentally against an insert gage using an unsteady shock wave to produce an almost

instantaneous heat flux rise.  A comparison of the results should be identical if the

sensors have the same response.  The shock test would determine if the gage responded to

the event, but no conclusions about time response could be drawn from the results since

the input condition is unknown.  The directly deposited sensor and a standard insert gage

were also tested using an infrared laser of known output.  Results from this can be used to

determine the time response, since the input condition is known.

Experiments were also performed to determine the effect of physical gage offset

on the heat transfer coefficient.  A blade was manufactured to allow for various offsets,

both protrusions and recessions.  Cases were run for offsets of +0.010", 0.000" (no

offset), and -0.010".  Another problem with using gages for heat flux measurements is the

covering of any openings necessary to insert the sensor.  The two most common methods

used are a thin plate contoured to the blade profile to cover the opening or filling the

opening with silicone to "smooth" out the blade profile.  The offset experiments were run

for both a plate and a silicone filled blade to determine the extent of this effect.
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Chapter 3 Instrumentation and Setup

3.1 Instrumentation

3.1.1 Kulite Pressure Transducer

Pressure measurements were taken with Kulite XCQ-062-50 high-frequency

miniature pressure transducers.  These gages are 1.7 mm in diameter and vary in length.

They also include a small screen to protect the diaphragm from particles in the flow that

may damage the sensor.  Each pressure transducer signal was amplified by a

Measurements Group 2310 signal conditioner /amplifier.  This is discussed further in the

Amplifiers section (3.1.4).

Each Kulite produces an output voltage proportional to pressure.  The necessary

coefficients are included with each gage.  Typically, the voltage-pressure relationship is

linear; therefore, the equation to convert a zeroed transducer voltage output to pressure is

G *S(mV/psi)
V  (psig) Pressure Out=

where Vout = output voltage from the amplifier
S = sensitivity of the Kulite
G = gain setting on the amplifier.

For all pressure measurements, the gain was set to 100 V/V.  The sensitivity typically

ranges from 2.0 to 3.0 mV/psi.  Kulites were only used in the Bench Test where they were

used for data acquisition triggering (see Bench Test Procedure, Section 3.2.3).

3.1.2 Heat Flux Microsensor (HFM)

In order to measure the heat flux associated with a shock wave, a heat flux sensor

must respond to a convective heat flux and have a fast response time.  Since the shock

event duration is only about 50 µs, a heat flux sensor must have a fast enough response

time to measure the input.  Of the commercially available heat flux sensors, the HFM

satisfies both of these requirements.  The HFM responds equally well to all three modes

of heat transfer.  The theoretical time constant of the HFM is approximately 6 µs as

determined by Holmberg1 via a finite difference model.
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The HFM consists of two separate sensors:  a resistance temperature sensor (RTS)

and a heat flux sensor (HFS).  The RTS is a pure platinum resistance temperature device

(RTD) deposited in a loop pattern around the heat flux sensor pattern.  The RTS is used

to measure the face temperature of the sensor and compensate for changes in heat flux

sensitivity due to temperature.  It is also used to measure the adiabatic wall temperature,

Taw, and to calculate the heat transfer coefficient, h, if the freestream temperature is

known.  The RTD operates on the principle that the resistance of a metal changes as a

function of temperature in a predictable manner.  An equation often used to predict the

behavior of an RTD is the Callendar-Van Dusen equation:

RT = R0 + αR0 * {T - δ * [(T/100) – 1] * [T/100] - β *  [(T/100) – 1] * [T3/100]}

Where T = Temperature in °C
RT = Resistance at Temperature T in Ω
R0 = Resistance at Temperature T in Ω
α, δ, β = Coefficients to Fit Curve

Typically the β term is zero for temperatures above 0°C; for this case, the

Callendar-Van Dusen equation reduces to a quadratic.  A cubic equation is used to equate

resistance to temperature for the RTS.  The cubic provides a slightly better fit than a

quadratic, but the equation is mostly linear over the range of temperatures in these

experiments.  The derivation of the cubic polynomial fit is discussed in further detail in

HFM calibration (Section 3.1.3).

The heat flux sensor (HFS) works by a differential thermopile arrangement.  A

thermopile is one pair of thermocouple junctions separated by a finite distance.  One

thermocouple junction is deposited directly on a high thermal conductivity substrate (cold

junction); the other is isolated from the substrate by a thin layer of thermal insulation (hot

junction).  A profile view of a typical thermopile is shown in Figure 3.
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THERMOCOUPLE METAL 1

THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

THERMAL RESISTANCE LAYER

NOTE: Dimensions not to Scale

SUBSTRATE

Figure 3 – Profile View of Typical Thermopile

When the thermopile receives heat flux, the hot junction reaches a higher

temperature since the resistance retards heat flow to the substrate.  The cold junction

reaches a lower temperature since the thermal resistance path to the substrate is much

lower.  Each individual thermocouple produces a voltage output proportional to its

temperature.

However, the output of the cold junction is opposite in polarity to the output of

the hot junction.  This is illustrated by small arrows showing the direction of current flow

and the polarity of each of the thermocouple metals in Figure 4.  Current flowing from

positive to negative will have a voltage opposite in polarity to current flowing from

negative to positive.

THERMOCOUPLE METAL 1

THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

THERMAL RESISTANCE LAYER

T3

T1 T4T2
T5

SUBSTRATE

Figure 4 – Indication of Polarity of Thermocouple Metals
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Given the following assumptions:

1. The temperature of the hot junction is close to that of the top of the thermal resistance
layer (i.e. T3 ≅ T4 )

2. The temperature of the cold junction is close to that of the substrate (i.e. T1 ≅ T2 )

3. The substrate is at constant temperature (i.e. T1 ≅ T2  ≅ T5)

the result is a net voltage output for one pair of thermocouple junctions proportional to

the temperature difference across the thermal resistance layer (i.e. T4 - T5).  This

difference is also proportional to the heat flux for one-dimensional conduction through a

solid, as expressed by Fourier's Law:

"

12 TT
k

n

T
k-  q"

−=
∂
∂=

The thin-film technology used to manufacture the sensor ensures a predominantly

one-dimensional heat flux since the surface area normal to the direction of heat flow is

much greater than the surface area parallel to the direction of heat flow.  However, since

the output of one thermocouple pair is very small (~0.3 µV/W/cm2), many thermocouple

pairs are densely arranged in series to produce an output with a signal to noise ratio large

enough to be measured.  However, not all sensors are exactly the same after manufacture,

therefore calibration of each sensor is necessary.

3.1.3 HFM Calibration

A sensor is only as good as its related calibration.  Without accurate calibration,

output signals from a sensor are difficult to interpret and relate to what is being measured.

The following section describes the calibration procedure performed by the manufacturer

to determine the characteristics of a sensor.  It is included to assure the validity of the

calibration and any data taken with an HFM.

Each sensor has slight variations in its construction at the microscopic level.  The

manufacturing process makes it difficult to control the amount and height of material

deposition.  Therefore, it is necessary to calibrate each sensor individually.  Calibration of

an HFM consists of three separate processes:  cycling, RTS calibration, and HFS

calibration.
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The process of cycling consists of heating the sensor from room temperature to its

maximum operating temperature and then cooling the sensor back to room temperature.

This is repeated as necessary to remove hysterisis effects from the sensor.  On heating, a

material’s properties change as a function of temperature.  Upon cooling, however, the

properties may or may not return to their original state.  This effect is known as hysterisis.

The primary material property of interest is the electrical conductivity, which directly

determines the resistance of the RTD.  Subsequent heating and cooling have a lesser and

lesser impact on the material’s properties; therefore, a set number of cycles was

determined experimentally to remove the hysterisis effects from the sensor.  The effects

of hysterisis are demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.

T

R

OVERLAP

HEATING

COOLING

Figure 5 – Graphical Display of Hysterisis Effects

Next, the sensor is calibrated through a range of temperatures.  The sensor is

inserted into a small furnace.  A computer program controls the temperature of the

furnace and waits for the temperature to satisfy certain statistical criteria.  Once these

criteria have been established and steady state has been reached, the program records the

temperature near the face of the sensor and the corresponding resistance of the sensor at

that temperature.  The program then proceeds to the next temperature step.  This is
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repeated until the maximum continuous operating temperature is reached.  Once

completed, a cubic equation is fit through the data points.  This generates four

coefficients (a-d) to describe the relationship between temperature and resistance.

T = a * R3 + b * R2 + c * R + d

For a Vatell Amp-6, the RTS output may be zeroed at any temperature between

0°C and 250°C. At lower temperatures the response of a Platinum RTD is approximately

linear; therefore, a linear fit is calculated for Temperature versus Resistance.  This results

in two more coefficients (e,f) to calculate the base resistance at any temperature between

0°C and 250°C provided that room temperature is known and the amplifier is correctly

zeroed.  Once zeroed, all voltage outputs from the amplifier are referenced from this

resistance value.  A further explanation of the zeroing mechanism is provided in

Amplifiers (Section 3.1.4).

R = R0 + ∆VRTS/(Current * Gain)   and    R0=e * T0 + f

Lastly, the HFS is calibrated.  This is done by coating the sensor with a known

emissivity coating and unshuttering, exposing, and reshuttering the sensor from a

radiative heat source.  This is also performed for a standard heat flux gage.  The output of

the HFS is divided by the output from the standard gage, and the sensitivity is calculated.

This is repeated twice for two different heat flux magnitudes, to ensure that the sensitivity

is not a function of heat flux.  Lastly, the HFM is unshuttered for a longer duration.  The

output shows a sharp rise upon unshuttering followed by a slow, almost linear, rise as the

temperature increases.  A linear fit is performed for Sensitivity versus Temperature, and

the final two coefficients (g,h) are calculated.  Knowing coefficients g,h and the

temperature, the sensitivity can be calculated and then finally the heat flux.

q” = ∆VHFS/[Gain * (g * T + h)]

The sensor model used for these experiments is a HFM-6-C/L.  This sensor is a

100 thermocouple pair sensor with a Nichrome/Chromel thermocouple composition.

Typical values of coefficients g and h for the sensor used are 40 µV/W/cm2 and

0.1 µV/W/cm2/°C respectively.
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3.1.4 Amplifiers

All Kulite pressure transducers were amplified using a Measurements Group 2310

signal conditioner/amplifier.  The Kulites have two input wires and two output wires.

These were connected in a Wheatstone Bridge configuration and allowed to “warm up”.

Once the sensors were “warmed up”, the bridge was balanced to zero the output and a

5 V excitation voltage was applied.  The bridge was then fine tuned to zero the sensor

again, and the setup was ready for experimentation.

All HFMs were amplified using a Vatell Amp-6.  The Amp-6 is a low noise,

direct current amplifier, which outputs both the RTS and HFS from a single LEMO input.

It has variable gain settings of 1, 100, 200, and 500 for the RTS and 1, 100, 500, 1000,

and 5000 for the HFS.

After the Amp-6 had sufficient time to “warm up”, it was zeroed at a known room

temperature.  A potentiometer is excited by a 100 µA current source and provides one

input to a differential amplifier.  A second 100 µA current source drives the RTS to

produce a voltage which is the second input to the differential amplifier.  The difference

between these two is the signal that is amplified.  If the resistance of the potentiometer is

the same as the resistance of the sensor, the net output is zero (i.e. the sensor is zeroed).

All voltages produced by the current source are referenced from this resistance.  The

resistance corresponding to the zeroed temperature can be measured directly or calculated

using coefficients (e,f) provided with the sensor.  A schematic diagram of the RTS

zeroing mechanism is shown in Figure 6.  The HFS is zeroed using an input offset null to

a differential amplifier.
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Figure 6 – Schematic of Zeroing Mechanism for RTS

3.1.5 Data Acquisition

High speed data was recorded using a LeCroy model 8610 four channel module.

The module is capable of acquiring 1 megabyte of data at a sampling rate of 1 MHz with

12 bit digitization.  Triggering is accomplished manually or from an external signal, such

as a pressure transducer.  Data stored by the LeCroy is relayed to the Catalyst PC program

via IEEE-488 cables and can be written to an ASCII file for further data analysis.

Low frequency data was collected via a LABVIEW program.  Data is passed to a

National Instruments AT-MIO-16, 12 bit data acquisition card, also located in the PC, at a

relatively low frequency (approximately 16 Hz).  This data can also be written to a file of

ASCII format.

.1mA

.1mA

Output

RTS

Potentiometer
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3.2 Bench-Test Experimental Setup

3.2.1 Overview

It is difficult to relate results from experiments done at different times, and under

different conditions since small changes in ambient temperature and pressure, as well as

humidity, might affect results.  Therefore, a bench test was performed to simultaneously

expose both the directly deposited HFM and a standard insert HFM to the same heat flux

input condition.  This test was performed to determine if the directly deposited gage

responded as expected.  The physical gage offset was also varied to determine its effect

on heat transfer for a unsteady shock passing with no flow.

3.2.2 Setup

Figure 7 – Bench Test Setup

The blade with the directly deposited gage (right side blade in second view) was

placed next to a blade with an insert HFM (left side blade in second view).  Both of the

sensors were mounted at the same location in the center of the span of the blade.  The two

blades were then placed between two Plexiglas side walls.  A shock shaper (see Section

3.4.7) was placed such that the shock wave produced would impact normal to the surface
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of the gages.  Since the shock shaper was centered between the two sidewalls, the input

conditions to each gage should be identical by symmetry.

3.2.3 Procedure

A shock wave was produced and directed toward the two sensors such that it

would impact normal to the sensor face.  A Kulite pressure transducer was placed just

upstream of the blades to act as a triggering mechanism for data acquisition.  The shock

wave triggered the LeCroy Data Acquisition system (discussed in section 3.1.5) and

subsequent data was collected and analyzed.  Four runs were collected to establish

repeatability.
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3.3 Laser-Test Experimental Setup

3.3.1 Overview

Unfortunately, due to the unknown duration and peak magnitude of a shock event,

no conclusions can be drawn about the actual level of heat transfer due to a shock.  It is

possible that the peak has been “cut off”, since the duration of the shock event is on the

same order as the response time of the gage.  Therefore, a heat source of known

magnitude with an almost instantaneous rise is required to effectively measure the time

response of an HFM.  Since a laser has both a fast response time and a known output

level, it was used to determine the response time of the HFM. A collimated diode laser

module is a fitting choice as a source of heat flux due to its modulation capabilities and

large spot size.

3.3.2 Instrumentation and Hardware

3.3.2.1 Diode Laser Module

The Diode Laser Module consists of a diode laser, collimating lenses, and laser

driver.  Purchased from Melles Griot, the laser has a maximum output power of 25.17

mW at 829.8 nm wavelength.  The laser beam is collimated into an elliptical shape 3.78

mm along the major axis and 3.60 mm along the minor axis with a resulting area of

0.107 cm2.  Since the sensor integrates the incident heat flux over the entire area of the

sensor, the maximum heat flux output may be determined by dividing the maximum laser

output by the sensing area for a maximum heat flux output of approximately 0.235

W/cm2.  The driver also has the ability to accept an input signal to modulate the laser

output.

3.3.2.2 Function Generator

A Function Generator, manufactured by Quatech, was used to vary the frequency

of a square wave input to the laser driver.  The function generator is an ISA PC card

designed to output any periodic signal.  It is easily programmed to output a square wave

at frequencies from 1 Hz to 100kHz.  This was used to provide an input signal whose

duration in the high position was on the same order of time magnitude as the response of

the sensor.
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3.3.2.3 Data Acquisition

Data was collected and stored in a TDS-420 Tektronix digital storage

oscilloscope.  Both the input signal to the Laser Diode Module and the output signal from

the sensor were stored.  This data was then downloaded from the oscilloscope to a

computer via a Labview program.  The corresponding files were written in ASCII format.

3.3.2.4 Sensor System

An HFM-7-E/L sensor was used due to its higher sensitivity compared to an

HFM-6-C/L and the relatively low heat flux output of the laser.  The HFM-7-E/L is a 300

thermocouple pair sensor with a Chromel/Constantan thermocouple composition.  Since

time response is due mostly to the thermal resistance, the thermocouple composition

should have a minimal effect on time response.  Therefore, time response measurements

should be approximately the same for an HFM-6-C/L and an HFM-7-E/L.

The Heat Flux Microsensor (HFM) produces an output at the microvolt level

when exposed to the heat flux generated by the diode laser.  Due to this low output

voltage, an amplifier was used to boost the signal.  All results are based on this sensor

and amplifier combination.

3.3.3 Setup

The active sensing area of the HFM is approximately 0.1 cm2 and the area of the

laser spot is 0.107 cm2.  The housing for the HFM fits snugly into the hole from which

the laser is emitted.  Based on these facts, it is concluded that the laser is illuminating the

entire active surface of the sensor when inserted into the hole.  An illustration of the setup

is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 – Setup for Laser Response Tests

3.3.4 Procedure

A variable frequency square waveform is generated by the function generator.

The laser power supply is placed into constant power mode and is modulated by the

signal generated from the function generator.  The laser spot is then radiated upon the

active area of the sensor and the output signal is recorded using the oscilloscope.  The

input modulation signal is also recorded simultaneously.  The generated output

waveforms are then downloaded to a computer for further processing.

Tests were run for both an uncoated sensor and a sensor coated with Zynolyte

high temperature spray paint.  Each test is run for amplifier gain settings of 5000, 1000,

500, and 100.  A gain setting of 1 did not produce a measurable signal, and therefore

results are not included.  Tests were also run for the uncoated, directly deposited gage.

Due to its low sensitivity, no output below 1000 gain was measurable.  Due to the time

response of various configurations (e.g. coated insert, uncoated directly deposited gage),

the frequency of the modulated input signal varies between the uncoated sensor and the

coated and directly deposited gage.
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3.4 Offset-Test Experimental Setup

3.4.1 Overview

Tests were performed in the Virginia Tech Transonic Cascade Wind Tunnel

where the physical offset of the gage from the blade was intentionally varied.  This wind

tunnel is a long-term, blowdown to atmosphere wind tunnel facility.  Tunnel control is

achieved via a computer program that controls a valve with a feedback PID loop to

regulate the mass flow rate.  The facility has the capability of running with either heated

or unheated flow.  The cascade test section consists of 11 small chord blades 2" in span

with a high turning angle.  For the purposes of these experiments, a new blade was

manufactured to accommodate the varying offsets.

The primary use of this facility is for unsteady measurements, such as effects of

passing shock waves or turbulence.  A planar moving shock can be introduced into the

test section via a shock shaper.  A turbulence grid can also be inserted upstream of the

blades to induce freestream turbulence.  Shorter runs are used to acquire high frequency

data, such as shock wave heat transfer, and longer runs are used to compute heat transfer

coefficients over the span of a run.  The facility is depicted in Figure 9.

3.4.2 Wind Tunnel Facility

A four-stage compressor combined with a dryer supplies two storage tanks with

dry air.  The compressor pressurizes the tanks to approximately 130 psi.  These tanks then

supply the air through a network of pipes to the transonic cascade wind tunnel.  A

computer program controls a regulating valve to maintain a constant pressure giving a

flow rate of 2.1 kg/s for a duration of approximately 40 seconds in a run.
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Figure 9 – Virginia Tech Transonic Wind Tunnel Facility

3.4.3 Tunnel Control

Control of the tunnel is maintained via a feedforward/feedback control system.

The feedforward portion of the control system consists of a thermodynamic model,

written in the C programming language.  The tunnel control program determines the ideal

opening angle for the valve from tank pressure, flow total pressure, and flow total

temperature inputs.  A thermocouple measures the total temperature of the flow just

upstream of the test section.  A static pitot tap, also located just upstream of the test

section, is used to measure the total pressure of the flow.  This theoretical opening angle

is then passed to the valve itself to control the mass flow rate to the test section.  As the

pressure in the tank drops, the program compensates by opening the valve angle further to

maintain a constant mass flow rate throughout the run.  Feedback PID control is used to

compensate for the assumptions used in the model.  This system provides fairly accurate

control within about 5 seconds of tunnel startup.  The maximum overshoot allowed by the

computer program is Ptot/Pobj = 1.1.
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3.4.4 Heated Flow

The flow then enters a bank of copper tubes which serve as both flow

straighteners and a means of thermal storage.  The bank consists of two sections of 350

copper tubes, 1 m in length and a total weight of approximately 136 kg.  Two valves, one

near the inlet from the storage tanks, and a flapper valve near the test section, can be

closed to effectively isolate the heating loop in between runs.  A 36 kW heater heats the

air, and a fan circulates this air through the heating loop.  As the air is circulated through

the upper portion of the loop, the copper tubes absorb some of the thermal energy

provided by the heater.  The air is circulated until the tube temperatures reach about

270°F (132°C).  The heater is then turned off and the air is continually circulated until the

tube temperature levels off.

3.4.5 Test Section And Cascade

Figure 10 – Cascade Test Section with Turbulence Grid

The test section consists of a cascade of 11 blades aligned in a linear array at a 32°

angle from the inlet flow.  The cascade test section is shown in Figure 10.  The flow

enters the test section at a Mach number of 0.36 and Ptot of 220 kPa (32 psi).  It then

accelerates through the high turning angle to an isentropic exit Mach number of 1.25 and

is vented to the atmosphere.
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It is also important to match some important parameters, such as Mach Number

and Reynolds Number, for the facility with those found in an actual engine.  Correlation

of these parameters provides for better simulation of actual engine conditions.  Table 1

lists such parameters for both a typical engine and the wind tunnel.

Table 1 – List of Dimensionless Parameters for Engine/Tunnel

Wind Tunnel Facility Actual Engine

Reynold’s Number 4 - 5 * 105 5 * 105

Exit Mach Number 1.25 0.9 – 1.2

Taw/T∞ 0.67 0.67

The cascade has 11 turbine blades mounted between two Plexiglas endwalls. The

blades are machined to tight specifications from T2026 aluminum using a CNC program.

The blades have an aero chord of 45 mm and a span of 50.8 mm (2.0 in).  The 11 blades

provide for 10 blade passages with a passage throat of 11.46 mm (0.451 in), an inlet

blade-to-blade pitch of 38.1 mm (1.50 in) , and a throat aspect ratio of 4.43.  The flow

then exits at an angle of 39° to the vertical for a total turning angle of 129°.  These

dimension are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – Gage Locations and Relative Distances Between Blades
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3.4.6 Blade

Previous work used a side mounted set screw and a groove in the housing of the

sensor to align the sensor with the blade surface.  This required a high machining

tolerance make sure that the set screw location was properly placed.  It also may have

shifted the alignment of the housing relative to the hole (i.e. the gage may have been

slightly cocked to one side).  It was also difficult to vary the offset of the gage from the

surface using this arrangement.

Therefore, a new blade was machined which uses a set screw located behind the

sensor to allow for varying offsets.  The center of the sensor was located 0.86 cm from

the leading edge of the blade.  Two C-shaped pieces were snugly fit into the housing

groove and spacer rings of varying thickness were placed around the sensor housing on

top of the two C-shaped pieces.  This assembly was then placed into a hole in the blade

with a step located 0.030" below the surface of the blade.  Once positioned, the set screw

was tightened behind the sensor.  The step prevented the sensor from moving forward and

the set screw prevented the sensor from moving backwards.  A cross-sectional view is

shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 – Assembly of Spacer/C-Rings and Set Screw for HFM Mounting

One drawback of using any sensor to make measurements is the inevitability of

altering the blade surface to allow for the sensor to be inserted.  Any such openings must
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somehow be covered.  The two most common methods of doing this are to attach a small,

thin plate over the opening, or to fill the opening in with a moldable filler, such as

silicone.  Both methods have been used in previous data collected in this facility.

Therefore, both methods are tested here to determine if any difference exists.  The first set

of runs is performed with a thin (0.008”) brass plate with two counter sunk holes that is

attached over the opening for the sensor by two small screws.  A similar plate is also used

to cover the opening for the set screw.  The second set of runs used silicone to fill in the

openings and a razor blade was used to try to “smooth” out the silicone to match the blade

profile.  The silicone filled blade should provide the most accurate results since the

overall profile of the blade is not altered as much as including a small plate.

3.4.7 Shock Wave and Turbulence Generation

As stated earlier, this facility is primarily used for studying unsteady effects on

heat transfer.  Two such effects that have recently received much focus are unsteady,

passing shock waves and turbulence.

A shock wave can be produced either internal to the test section, propagating

along a line parallel to the leading edge of the blades, or external to the test section in a

bench test setup.  The shock wave is produced in a shock tube using two 0.010" Mylar

diaphragms.  The pressure in the driver section is increased until the diaphragms ruptures

at approximately 400 psi.  As the diaphragms rupture, a shock wave propagates through

the driven section and takes on a roughly spherical shape.  The shock then travels through

flexible tubing and enters a shock shaper developed by Doughty2.  The shock shaper

expands the radius of curvature of the shock, thereby making it more planar.  A planar

shock is more desirable for testing since shock waves created by the trailing edge are

more linear than curved.

The orientation and angle of the blades relative to the inlet flow corresponds to the

effects seen in the rotor/stator interaction depicted in Figure 13.  The rotor row of blades

passes through the steady trailing edge shocks generated by the upstream stators.
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Transforming the reference plane to a point fixed on a rotor results in a shock passing by

a stationary rotor row of blades.  The cascade setup simulates this interaction.

Figure 13 – Depiction of Rotor/Stator Interaction

z
Another unsteady phenomena that influences heat transfer is turbulence.  Previous

work by Holmberg3 discusses in detail the theory behind the turbulence study in this

facility.  To summarize briefly, the turbulence represents a fluctuating component of

velocity.  A parameter called turbulence intensity is defined as:

Tu
u

U

fluctuatin= ='2 g component of velocity

mean component of velocity

Turbulence grids were developed by Holmberg to introduce turbulence into the

freestream flow.  Descriptions of the manufacturing of the grids and shortcomings of their

use are documented in Holmberg's dissertation3.  The turbulence grid used for these tests

was G2, a grid consisting of 0.89 mm wire at 6 wires per inch spacing resulting in an

open area of 60%.  This grid produces a turbulence intensity of 5.0% at a distance of    2.9

cm downstream of the grid plane.  A small set screw was located in the endblock such to

position the front of the screen at the necessary distance.
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3.4.8 Procedure

The storage tanks were pressurized to 130 psi and the tubes heated to 270°F.

Once the tubes had reached an isothermal condition, the tunnel was run for a duration of

approximately 50 seconds.  Total temperature, total pressure, blade surface temperature,

and heat flux data was collected over the entire run.

After a run was completed, a Vortex Tube was implemented to inject cold air into

the test section to cool the hot blades.  The voltage output from the RTS portion of the

HFM was used to determine when the blades had returned to room temperature (i.e. room

temperature was achieved when the RTS voltage returned to zero).  A total of three runs

of data were collected for any one setup (e.g. with turbulence screen and 0.000” offset).
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Chapter 4 Time Response

4.1 Sensor Modeling

4.1.1 Overview

Problems were encountered measuring high speed heat flux events using the

directly deposited gage.  It was believed that the time response of the directly deposited

gage was not the same as for insert gages.  The only obvious difference between the

construction of the two gages is a thin layer of anodization deposited on the aluminum

turbine blade for electrical isolation.  It is believed that this layer may influence the

thermal time response.  To test this hypothesis, the directly deposited sensor and a

standard insert gage were modeled using both an implicit, finite-difference model and a

finite-element model.

4.1.2 HFM Finite Difference Model

4.1.2.1 Model

The basic equation to describe conductive heat flow is

.
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Where ρ = density in kg/m3

C = specific heat in J/kg K
kn = thermal conductivity in direction of n in W/m K
∂T/∂t = Derivative of Temperature with respect to time
∂2T/∂n2 = Second derivative of Temperature with respect to n
q(dot) = volumetric heat generation in W/m3

Since heat flow is predominantly one-dimensional through the HFM with no internal heat

generation, the unsteady heat conduction equation reduces to
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This equation can be discretized using the finite difference method.  To eliminate

instability concerns, an implicit solution method is used.  A central difference is used to

discretize the partial derivatives.  Once all nodal equations are derived, the transient

response may be solved for the various layers that make up the sensor.
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Two separate "stacks" of materials are modeled, one with the thermal insulation

layer (hot junction) , and one without (cold junction).  The various layers composing each

stack are shown in Figure 14.  This model is the same as Holmberg’s1 except for the

inclusion of the anodization layer and the removal of thermal resistance pads over the

cold junction.

Layer Purpose
1 Protective Coating
2 Thermocouple Metal 1
3 Thermocouple Metal 2
4 Adhesion Layer
5 Thermal Resistance Layer
6 Anodization*
7 Substrate

* - Anodization Layer Not
      Included on Insert Gages      

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4

6

7

Cold
Junction

Hot
Junction

Figure 14 – Description of Layers Composing each "stack" of HFM Thermopile

4.1.2.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions

Two boundary conditions and one initial condition are also necessary to determine

a solution to the heat transfer equations.  The bottom surface is assigned an adiabatic

(insulated) boundary condition.  The top surface is assigned a prescribed heat flux that

may be time dependent.  This allows the user to model the response of the sensor to

various input heat flux waveforms.  Each layer is assumed to be initially in equilibrium

with the surroundings at a temperature of 25°C.  These two boundary conditions and the

initial condition specify a complete solution.

4.1.2.3 Nodal Equations

Nodal equations may then be derived for any point in the stack given the

following assumptions:  one-dimensional conduction, constant material properties for

each layer, and perfect thermal contact between layers.  The nodal equations are shown

for the various types of material interfaces and boundary conditions.
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The superscript on temperature (T) denotes the timestep, and the subscript denotes

the node location.  Fo is the Fourier number, where Fo
t≡ α∆

"
2

.  The above equations

form a tri-diagonal matrix which can be readily solved using a FORTRAN program.  The

source code for the program is listed in Appendix B.  This program was originally

developed by Holmberg1, but modifications have been made to his original code.

Changes include the addition of the anodization layer used to isolate the gage from the

blade on the directly deposited sensor and some updated material properties.  Thermal

resistance pads over the cold junction may or may not be included (see Section 4.1.2.6).
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4.1.2.4 Material Properties

Two sets of material properties were used.  One set was for a copper-nickel

thermocouple junction, and the other was for a Platinum-Nichrome thermocouple

composition.  Table 2 shows the various material properties used for the Platinum-

Nichrome thermocouple junction.  The material properties used for the copper-nickel

thermocouple junction, as modeled by Holmberg1, are shown in Table 3.  The major

differences are evident in the thicknesses for each layer.  In general Holmberg’s1

thicknesses are smaller.

Table 2 – Material Properties for Platinum-Nichrome Thermocouple Junction

Layer Material ρ * 103

(kg/cm3)
k

(W/cm K)
CP

(J/kg K)
Thickness
(cm x 10-4)

Nodes

1 Protective Coating Al2O3 3.97 0.400 765.0 2.0 10
2 Thermocouple Metal 1 Pt 21.4 0.716 133.0 0.3 1
3 Thermocouple Metal 2 NiCr 8.40 0.120 420.0 0.3 1
4 Adhesion Layer Al2O3 3.97 0.400 765.0 0.1 1
5 Thermal Resistance Layer SiO 2.10 0.0138 552.4 1.9 10
6 Anodization Al2O3 3.97 0.400 765.0 7.5 Varies
7 Substrate AlN 3.29 1.650 713.0 Varies 40

Table 3 – Material Properties for Copper-Nickel Thermocouple Junction

Layer Material ρ * 103

(kg/cm3)
K

(W/cm K)
CP

(J/kg K)
Thickness
(cm x 10-4)

Nodes

1 Protective Coating Al 3.29 1.650 713.0 0.2 1
2 Thermocouple Metal 1 Cu 8.93 4.000 385.0 0.17 1
3 Thermocouple Metal 2 Ni 8.90 0.910 444.0 0.17 1
4 Adhesion Layer Al 3.29 1.650 713.0 0.05 1
5 Thermal Resistance Layer SiO 2.10 0.0097 8553.8 0.8 10
6 Anodization Al 3.29 1.650 713.0 7.5 Varies
7 Substrate Al 3.29 1.650 713.0 Varies 40
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4.1.2.5 Data

  The response of an HFM is equal to the number of thermocouple pairs times the

Seebek coefficient times the ∆T across the thermal resistance layer, or

Output (V)  = (# TC Pairs) x (Seebek) x ∆T

Since the number of thermocouple pairs and the Seebek coefficient are constant, the

response of the gage to heat flux is proportional to the response of the temperature

difference.

Data is shown for the response of the ∆T between the hot junction node and the

cold junction node.  Since the properties of anodized aluminum are not known, models

were run with anodization thermal conductivity values of 0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001

W/cm K and bulk density and specific heat values of Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3).  A model

was also run without the anodization to compare as a baseline result.  These six cases

were run with bulk material properties for a Platinum-Nichrome thermocouple junction

and for the original code with material properties and thicknesses for a copper-nickel

thermocouple composition.
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Figure 15 – ∆T Response of Finite Difference Model with Pt/NiCr Material
Properties and No Cold Junction Pads

Figure 16 – ∆T Response of Finite Difference Model with Pt/NiCr Material
Properties and Cold Junction Pads
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Figure 17 – ∆T Response of Finite Difference Model with Cu/Ni Material Properties
and No Cold Junction Pads

Figure 18 – ∆T Response of Finite Difference Model with Cu/Ni Material Properties
and Cold Junction Pads
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4.1.2.6 Analysis

The important results to compare are the time response and the steady state value

for each test case.  The response behaves much like a first order system, so a time

constant can be determined from the known input.  The response of a first order system

can be determined using the following equation:

Input Signal * Scale * [1- exp(-t/τ)] = Output Signal

Where t = time in µs
τ = time constant in µs
Scale = scaling factor to equate steady state of output to input

At a time of one time constant, t = τ, the output signal is 63.2% of the input signal.

4.1.2.7 Results

A possible influence on the time response was the removal of a thermal resistance

layer above the cold junction.  Originally, the HFM included thermal resistance pads to

retard heat flow to the cold junction.  This is depicted in Figure 19.

Layer Purpose
1 Protective Coating
2 Thermocouple Metal 1
3 Thermocouple Metal 2
4 Adhesion Layer
5 Thermal Resistance Layer
6 Anodization*
7 Substrate

* - Anodization Layer Not
      Included on Insert Gages        

1
2
3
4
5

5
2
3
4

6

7

Cold
Junction

Hot
Junction

1

Figure 19 – Depiction of “stacks” with Cold Junction Pads

Later sensors do not include the thermal resistance layer over the cold junction.  It was
removed for manufacturing reasons and because its presence did not greatly affect the

output of the sensor.  Its effect on time response however is unknown.  Therefore, models
were run with and without the additional thermal resistance layer to determine its effect on

time response.  The results for a step input of 10 W/cm2 are shown in Table 4 and
Table 5.

Table 4 – ∆T Response of Various Models with Pt/NiCr Material Properties
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Test Case kAnod / kAl2O3 Max ∆T (°C) Time constant (µs)

No Anodization / No Pads -- 0.1301 16.2
Anodization / No Pads 1 0.1276 18.3
Anodization / No Pads 0.5 0.1264 21.4
Anodization / No Pads 0.25 0.1229 27.4
Anodization / No Pads 0.1 0.1053 39.9
Anodization / No Pads 0.01 ** **
No Anodization / Pads -- 0.1317 13.8

Anodization / Pads 1 0.1311 14.9
Anodization / Pads 0.5 0.1308 16.2
Anodization / Pads 0.25 0.1285 18.2
Anodization / Pads 0.1 0.1195 20.6
Anodization / Pads 0.01 ** **

Table 5 – ∆T Response of Various Models with Cu/Ni Material Properties

Test Case kAnod / kAl2O3 Max ∆T (°C) Time constant (µs)

No Anodization / No Pads -- 0.0679 7.0
Anodization / No Pads 1 0.0700 7.4
Anodization / No Pads 0.5 0.0670 8.1
Anodization / No Pads 0.25 0.0694 10.8
Anodization / No Pads 0.1 0.0649* 20.4*
Anodization / No Pads 0.01 ** **
No Anodization / Pads -- 0.0743 5.7

Anodization / Pads 1 0.0772 6.1
Anodization / Pads 0.5 0.0735 5.9
Anodization / Pads 0.25 0.0737 6.2
Anodization / Pads 0.1 0.0720 6.2
Anodization / Pads 0.01 0.0584* 6.7*

* - Steady state value was not reached in the allotted time; the values are not indicative of full response
** - Sign and magnitude of ∆T changed because of extremely low thermal conductivity of anodization layer

4.1.2.8 Discussion of Results

The results from the finite-difference model did not provide any new insight as to

the cause of the slow time response of the directly deposited gage.  A comparison between

modeling results and experimental results can be found in Section 4.2.3.5.
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The removal of the thermal resistance pads from the cold junction did not have a

major effect on the time response or the steady state ∆T.  The difference in steady state

values for ∆T varied by less than 0.01°C between models with and without the cold

junction pads.  The time response was slightly better with the pads because the pads retard

heat flow to the cold junction thereby making it lower in temperature than without the

pads.  The time constant decreased slightly, but not enough to correct for the difference of

the directly deposited gage response unless the thermal conductivity of the anodization is

very low.

The anodization layer also does not appear to be the cause for the slow time

response.  The only significant response variation occurred when the thermal conductivity

of the anodization layer is a factor of ten or more lower than the value for aluminum oxide.

However, it is unlikely that the actual anodization thermal conductivity would vary so

greatly from values for aluminum oxide.

The biggest effect can be seen by varying the properties and thicknesses for each

layer.  The  Platinum-Nichrome model yielded a time constant about three times slower

than the Copper-Nickel model.  The most likely cause for the discrepancy is the thickness

of the thermal resistance layer.  The thickness used in the Platinum-Nichrome model is

approximately 2.5 times greater than the thickness in the copper-nickel model.  The time

response is greatly affected by the thickness of the layers.  The behavior of the time

constant for a single layer is proportional to the thickness squared divided by the thermal

diffusivity or

α
δτ

2

~

Therefore, doubling the thickness of the thermal resistance layer would slow the time

response by about a factor of four.  This could easily account for differences between the

two sets of properties.
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4.1.3 HFM Finite Element model

4.1.3.1 Overview

Since the heat flow through the sensor is not entirely one-dimensional, a two-

dimensional model was generated using COSMOS/M finite-elements solver with the

HSTAR module.  The results of this model will then be compared to the results of the

finite-difference model.

4.1.3.2 Model

The same material properties and thicknesses were used as for the Platinum-

Nichrome case.  Node spacing in the vertical direction was set to 0.1 µm in order to

properly align nodes when the finite-element mesh was generated.  This results in finer

spatial resolution than the finite-difference model and consequently, a much larger number

of nodes.  The element spacing is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 – Element Spacing at Hot Junction for Finite-Element Model

4.1.3.3 Data

Data is shown in Figure 21 for the FEA results of the two-dimensional model for

the HFM and the effect of the thermal conductivity of the anodization layer.
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Figure 21 – ∆T Response of Finite Element Model with Pt/NiCr Material Properties
and No Cold Junction Pads

4.1.3.4 Results

Results for the steady-state ∆T value and the time constant, as defined in the

Finite-Difference Results (Section 4.1.2.6), are summarized in Table 6.

Table 6 – ∆T Response of Various FEA Models with Pt/NiCr Material Properties

Test Case kAnod / kAl2O3 Max ∆T (°C) Time constant (µs)

No Anodization / No Pads -- 0.125 14.75
Anodization / No Pads 1 0.124 16.75
Anodization / No Pads 0.5 0.122 20.50
Anodization / No Pads 0.25 0.118 27.00
Anodization / No Pads 0.1 0.100* 41.00*
Anodization / No Pads 0.01 ** **

* - Steady state value was not reached in the allotted time; the values are not indicative of full response
** - Sign and magnitude of ∆T changed because of extremely low thermal conductivity of anodization layer
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4.1.3.5 Discussion of Results

Unfortunately, the software package stores all nodal information for each timestep

in the output file; therefore, the output file quickly becomes quite cumbersome.  This

affects the number of timesteps the program can reasonably solve because of limitations in

available hard drive space.  It also affects the resolution of output data; the output file only

shows temperature results to three decimal places of accuracy to keep the file size

manageable.

To overcome the poor time resolution encountered, the model was initially solved

with small timesteps, from 0 to 25 µs in steps of 0.25 µs.  The final timestep was then used

as an initial condition to re-solve the model from 25 µs to 100 µs in steps of 1 µs.  This

allowed for fine time resolution over the range of the predicted time constant and larger

resolution to determine the steady state value.

Another problem experienced however, was the accuracy of the output results.

Since the result of interest is a temperature difference on the order of 0.1°C, three decimal

places of accuracy does not provide for an accurate temperature difference.  Unfortunately,

this is a parameter that cannot be changed.  It is believed that although the output

resolution may be poor, the results are still useful because of the fine spatial resolution

used to generate the model.

Results from the finite-difference and the finite element solutions are in fairly good

agreement.  The trends are also consistent, with the steady state value decreasing as the

thermal conductivity of the anodization decreases.

Table 7 – Comparison of Finite-Difference and Finite Element Results for ∆T

Test Case kAnod / kAl2O3 Max ∆T (°C)
Finite-Difference

Max ∆T (°C)
Finite-Element

% dif

No Anodization / No Pads -- 0.1301 0.125 3.92%
Anodization / No Pads 1 0.1276 0.124 2.82%
Anodization / No Pads 0.5 0.1264 0.122 3.48%
Anodization / No Pads 0.25 0.1229 0.118 3.99%
Anodization / No Pads 0.1 0.1053 0.100 5.03%
Anodization / No Pads 0.01 * * --
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Table 8 – Comparison of Finite-Difference and Finite Element Results for Time
Constant

Test Case kAnod / kAl2O3 Time Const
Finite-Difference

Time Const
Finite-Element

% dif

No Anodization / No Pads -- 16.2 14.8 9.83%
Anodization / No Pads 1 18.3 16.8 9.25%
Anodization / No Pads 0.5 21.4 20.5 4.39%
Anodization / No Pads 0.25 27.4 27.0 1.48%
Anodization / No Pads 0.1 39.9 41.0 -2.68%
Anodization / No Pads 0.01 * * --

The two solutions are in good agreement for the steady state values, within about

4% for most cases.  The time response agreement varies more than the steady state values.

The differences between the steady state values for the two-dimensional and one-

dimensional models is due to “leakage” from the hot junction to the cold junction.

The one dimensional model forces an adiabatic boundary condition between the

two junctions to prevent heat flow in the x direction.  All of the incident heat flux must

flow through the thermal resistance layer.  However, the two dimensional model allows for

communication between the two junctions.  Some of the heat will flow in the x direction

through the thermocouple metal and to the substrate, but this amount will be small because

of the small cross-sectional area of the deposited layer.  This results in a lower heat flux

flowing through the thermal resistance layer and consequently, a lower hot junction

temperature and smaller ∆T.  This is what is meant by “leakage”.
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4.2 Time Response Experiments

4.2.1 Overview

Some question has been raised as to the actual time response of the directly

deposited gage, as previous experiments did not yield expected results.  The modeling of

the sensor can provide trends, but the accuracy of the model may not be sufficient to

predict actual values.  The models do not include the effect of an amplifier on time

response as well. Therefore, two experiments were conducted to determine the actual time

response of the directly deposited gage and standard insert gages including the effects of

an amplifier.  These results are also compared to model results to verify the accuracy of the

model.

A bench test was performed which exposed both a standard insert gage and the

directly deposited gage to identical input heat flux conditions resulting from an impacting,

unsteady shock wave.  The purpose of this test was to determine if the directly deposited

gage could respond to a high speed heat flux event.  A second experiment was conducted

using a laser of known magnitude to determine the time response of both the standard

insert gage and the directly deposited gage.

4.2.2 Bench Test

4.2.2.1 Data

The following figures shown data for the response of an insert gage and the

directly deposited gage to a shock wave impacting normal to the sensor face in stagnant

air (i.e. no flow).  Each case consists of four runs for a particular setup.  Cases were run

for a protruding, flush, and recessed insert HFM-6-C/L.  Simultaneous data was collected

for the directly deposited gage for each run, but only one set of four runs is shown, since

the directly deposited gage should be unaffected by the offset of the insert gage.
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Figure 22 – Response of Recessed Insert Gage to Passing Shock

Figure 23 – Response of Flush Insert Gage to Passing Shock
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Figure 24 – Response of Protruding Insert Gage  to Passing Shock

Figure 25 – Response of Directly Deposited Gage to Shock Passing
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Figure 26 – Average Response of Various Gages to Shock Event

Figure 27 – Average Response of Various Gages to Shock Passing (near Shock)
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4.2.2.2 Analysis

Figure 22 through Figure 25 show the response of various configurations to a

passing shock wave.  The initial peak (near time zero) is the response due to the shock

wave passing by the gage.  The rise in heat transfer beyond the shock event is the hot gas

interface produced when the diaphragms ruptures.  The high pressure, high temperature

helium present in the driver section of the shock tube is now expelled through the driven

section to the atmosphere at a slower rate than the shock propagation.

The second peak in the recessed gage data is due to a reflection from a plate below

the setup.  For the first runs, the entire setup was placed on a plate essentially giving the

setup a “floor”.  This only applies for second peak in the bench test runs with the recessed

gage.  In later runs, the block holding the shock shaper was moved to the edge of the

plate.  A sketch of the differences between the two setups is shown in Figure 28.  The

emerging shock in the first setup will reflect off of the plate and cause the second peak.

In the second setup, the shock has no surfaces off of which to reflect.

Figure 28 – Explanation of Reflection in Recessed Gage Results
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The initial offset was averaged before the shock event and subtracted from each

data point to determine the rise in heat transfer due to the shock.  The timing of the each

data set was aligned so that the shock event begins at a time of zero microseconds.  This

shifting of a sample data set is depicted in Figure 29.

Figure 29 – Data Reduction example for Bench Test

The four runs for a configuration were then averaged together to provide an average heat

flux response for each particular setup (i.e. protruding, flush, etc.).  Averaging provides a

better overall representation of what is happening, since one run may have errors.   This is

the data presented in Figure 26.  Figure 27 shows the exact same data with the focus on

the first 100 µs after the shock.

4.2.2.3 Discussion of Results

As seen in Figure 25, the directly deposited gage failed to respond to the passing

shock event in this simple bench test setup.  Therefore, any shock-related data collected

in the wind tunnel with this particular gage is suspect.  Other rapid transient phenomenon

may also have been missed by the directly deposited gage because of its slow time

response.

Conversely, tests using the insert gages all showed a response to the impacting

shock.  A comparison of the average results for the three offsets (recession, flush,

protruding) shows that a gage protruding above the surface results in a slightly higher

heat flux than a gage that is recessed or properly aligned.  Unfortunately, the strength of
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the shock is difficult to maintain at a constant value, so this increase in heat transfer may

be due to a stronger shock rather than the effect of offset.  These results also neglect any

effect an offset may have on the boundary layer, since the shock is propagating through

stagnant air (i.e. no flow).
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4.2.3 Laser Test

4.2.3.1 Sample Data

A sample run of data from the laser tests is shown in Figure 30 along with the

input signal frequency.

Figure 30 – Typical Data Set from Laser Experiment

The output of the sensor is on the order of microvolts and therefore affected by

noise.  The data was averaged over 50 sets of 500 data points per period to reduce the

effect of noise.  Two points of interest can be observed from this data.  First, a delay

exists between when the input and output signals begin to rise.  This delay may be caused

by the sensor, the amplifier, or the laser driver hardware.  Second, the system seems to

behave as a first order response.  Assuming a known input, a time constant, τ, can be

determined (as discussed in Section 4.1.2.6).
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4.2.3.2 Analysis

The laser was first believed to be representative of a step input; however, after

analyzing the data for the uncoated insert HFM, it was discovered that the laser has a rise

time associated with the driver.  The laser driver itself has a rise time (10%-90% of full

output) of approximately 44 microseconds as well as a 42 microsecond delay between

when the input signal goes high and the laser output begins to rise.  This was determined

using a silicon detector with a known response time in the nanosecond range.  The data

for this run is shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31 – Output of Silicon Detector from Laser Experiment

The silicon detector showed that the actual response of the laser was not a step

change as previously believed.  For the directly deposited gage and the coated HFM, the

time response was significantly slower than the response for a standard, uncoated insert

gage.  The 42 µs delay and the 40 µs rise time are small compared to the time between

data point acquisitions of 20.0 µs (50 kHz sampling rate).  The sampling rate is much
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larger than the modulated signal frequency of 100 Hz; therefore, a large enough number

of points was sampled to accurately describe the response.  The response of the silicon

detector is shown in Figure 32 relative to the response of the directly deposited gage at a

gain of 1000 and input modulation frequency of 100 Hz.  For the timescale of data

acquisition, the response of the laser is approximately a step change relative to the sensor

response; therefore, a step change input was used to determine the time response.

Figure 32 – Output of Directly Deposited Gage relative to Laser Response

The directly deposited gage has a sensitivity of about 11 µV/W/cm2.  For the

maximum heat flux output of the laser (0.235 W/cm2) and the estimated emissivity of the

gage (0.6), this results in about 1.5 µV of output.  The background noise itself is on the

same order of magnitude as the output signal.  Therefore, the oscilloscope averaged fifty

sets of 500 samples to produce the output signal in Figure 32.  The signal is still

influenced greatly by the noise.  Therefore, a ten-sample moving average was performed

statistically to further eliminate the noise and analyze the isolated sensor output.
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For the coated runs, a step change input was also assumed due to the slow time

response of the coated sensor.  However, it does not apply to the uncoated insert HFM

tests, where the sensor system response is on the same order of time magnitude as the

response of the laser.  However, some conclusions can be drawn from these tests based on

a “worst case” scenario.

No input can change faster than an ideal step change; therefore, measured

response results, assuming a step change input, show the slowest the system would

respond.  Results from these calculations present the maximum time constant.  This may

not be the most accurate value, but it does present the largest time constant possible.

4.2.3.3 Results

A tabulation of gain setting, actual gain, rise time, fall time, time constant, and

modulation frequency for an HFM coated with Zynolyte and an uncoated HFM are shown

in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively.  Table 11 shows the a similar tabulation for the

uncoated, directly deposited gage.  The time constant is calculated for all cases assuming

a step change input from the laser.

Table 9 – Response of Coated HFM to Laser Pulse

Nominal
Gain

Actual
Gain

Rise Time
[10%-90%]

Fall Time
[10%-90%]

Time
Constant

Frequency
(Hz)

5000 4893 1.432 ms 1.482 ms 678 µs 100

1000 989.8 1.502 ms 1.460 ms 538 µs 100

500 497.0 1.492 ms 1.428 ms 598 µs 100

100 99.95 1.572 ms 1.586 ms 598 µs 100
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Table 10 – Response of Uncoated HFM to Laser Pulse

Nominal
Gain

Actual
Gain

Rise Time
[10%-90%]

Fall Time
[10%-90%]

Time
Constant

Frequency
(kHz)

5000 4893 107.6 µs 104.0 µs 54 µs 1.0

1000 989.8 41.2 µs* 33.4 µs* 30 µs* 1.0

500 497.0 36.8 µs* 26.0 µs* 28 µs* 1.0

100 99.95 38.0 µs* 27.8 µs* 18 µs* 1.0

* It was later discovered that the laser driver itself has a response time (10%-90%) of 40 µs, therefore this
data is actually the response of the laser and not the sensor.

Table 11 – Response of Directly Deposited Gage to Laser Pulse

Nominal
Gain

Actual
Gain

Rise Time
[10%-90%]

Fall Time
[10%-90%]

Time
Constant

Frequency
(Hz)

5000 4893 2.55 ms 2.45 ms 896 µs 100

1000 989.8 2.20 ms 2.5 ms 856 µs 100

4.2.3.4 Discussion of Results

As seen in Table 10, the response of the sensor is approximately the same for gain

settings of 1000, 500, and 100.  To accurately determine the time response of a system of

components, the response of each component must be considered.  First, the sensor itself

has an associated response time.  If the sensor behaves as a first order system, it should be

independent of the frequency of the input.  Second, the amplifier has a gain/bandwidth

limitation as well as a time response (or slew rate) of the op-amp.  Frequencies above the

bandwidth of the amplifier for a particular gain setting will attenuate the signal.

Therefore, certain frequencies must be avoided for certain gains settings to measure the

full output signal.  The gain/bandwidth product is constant; therefore, to increase the time

response, the gain must be decreased.  Lastly, some delay and response time is associated

with the laser driver itself (i.e. the laser driver does not respond instantly to the input

signal).
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The 42 µs delay (time lag) associated with the laser driver was tested at various

frequencies using a photo diode.  The delay was found to be constant at frequencies

ranging from 1 Hz to 5 kHz.  Since this delay was present in any sensor used, it must be

caused by laser driver and independent of the sensor.  The response of the silicon detector

measurements revealed a rise time from 10% to 90% of approximately 42 µs for the laser

due to the laser driver.  Upon contacting the manufacturer, it was found that the diode

laser driver itself has an approximate rise time of 40 µs.

Since the diode laser module has such a slow rise time, this setup is not capable of

accurately measuring the response time of an uncoated HFM.  The limiting factor is

actually the Diode laser driver.  However, assuming a first order system, the time

necessary to go from 10% to 90% of full output for a step change is approximately 2.2

time constants.  Therefore, the time constant is at most 19.1 µs for an uncoated HFM at a

gain setting of 5000.

4.2.3.5 Comparison of Model results with Experimental Results

The time constant predicted by the finite difference model for the no anodization

case (i.e. a standard insert gage) of 16.2 µs and finite-element predicted value of 14.75 µs

are both smaller than the “worst case” time constant measured by the laser of 30 µs.  Both

of these results are probably larger than the actual time constant since the thickness of the

thermal resistance layer is currently under investigation.  It is believed that this thickness

is less than the 1.9 µm used in the model.

The time constant predicted by the finite difference model for the case with

anodization (i.e. the directly deposited gage) of 18.3 µs and finite-element predicted value

of 16.75 µs are both much smaller than the time constant measured by the laser of 856 µs.

From this it is concluded that the anodization is not responsible for the slow time

response exhibited by the directly deposited gage.  It is difficult to directly compare

model results with laser results because of the effect of the amplifier and gain on time

response is not accounted for in the model.  However, the amplifier responded for the

uncoated cases, which had a much faster response than the directly deposited gage.  The
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amplifier can be eliminated as a possible cause for the slow time response of the directly

deposited gage.  The modeling, however, did not provide any cause for the slow time

response experienced with the directly deposited gage.
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Chapter 5 Effects of Offset

5.1 Offset Experiments

5.1.1 Sample Data

A sample set of data, including total temperature, blade surface temperature, and

heat flux, is shown in Figure 33.  Subsequent data analysis will determine the associated

recovery temperature and the heat transfer coefficient.

Figure 33 – Typical Data Set from Offset Experiment
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5.1.2 Analysis

The average heat flux and temperature at the gage location and total temperature

of the freestream flow were recorded over the 50 second duration of a run. To use the

equation

q" = h(Tr - Ts)

where: q" = heat flux in W/cm2
h   = heat transfer coefficient in W/cm2 K
Tr = recovery temperature in °C
Ts = blade surface temperature in °C

to solve for h, the recovery temperature must be known.  Defining the recovery

temperature and the total temperature respectively as

Tr = T + r V2 / 2Cp TT = T + V2 / 2Cp

where: Tr = recovery temperature in °C
TT = recovery temperature in °C
T  = static temperature of the flow in °C
r   = recovery factor
V = freestream velocity in m/s
Cp= Specific heat of air in J/kg K

it can be shown that TT-Tr= (1-r) V2 / 2Cp.  An interesting observation to note about this

result is that, assuming constant Cp, the right hand side of the equation is a constant value

and independent of temperature.  This allows the total temperature to be shifted by a

constant value to determine Tr.  By setting Tr equal to Ts when q" = 0, this offset can be

easily determined.  A cubic fit through the downside of the heat flux data was used to

determine the exact time at which the heat flux was zero.

Unfortunately, much of the data obtained required a small negative offset to

satisfy this condition.  It is believed that the temperature calibrations of either the RTS or

the total temperature probe were shifted, but that the output per degree of temperature

was unchanged.  The calibration equation used to determine total temperature is a linear

relation such as

Total Temperature = [Slope (°C/mV) * Output of Thermocouple (mV)] + intercept (°C)

A recalibration of the total temperature probe showed that the slope remained

approximately constant, but the intercept value changed by about –6°C from the previous
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calibration used by Holmberg3.  The above analysis to determine the recovery

temperature eliminates this offset, since the value of interest is a difference in temperature

between the recovery and blade temperatures and not absolute the values of temperature.

Even with an offset in the total temperature or blade temperature, the shifting used to

equate the recovery temperature and blade surface temperature at zero heat flux

eliminates the offset.

Although the RTS portion of the HFM uses a cubic equation to determine the

temperature, the higher order terms have a small effect over the temperature range of

these experiments.  The RTS was frequently recalibrated between sets of runs to provide

for the most accurate temperature measurement possible.  A sample of the data after this

analysis is shown in Figure 34.  The heat transfer coefficient remains approximately

constant until the heat flux approaches zero.  As heat flux approaches zero, division by

zero occurs since (Tr – Ts) also approaches zero.

Figure 34 – Typical Data Analysis Set from Offset Experiment
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5.1.3 Results

The heat transfer coefficient, differences between total temperature and recovery

temperature (∆Tr), starting, and maximum surface temperatures are tabulated for various

configurations in the following tables.  The average heat transfer coefficient for each

configuration and the average ∆Tr are also included for a set of runs.  Results for runs

using the silicone “smoothed” blade are shown in Table 12 where the baseline case (no

offset/no turbulence) is highlighted.

Table 12 – Results of Offset Runs with Silicone filled Blade

Offset Turb h h av ∆Tr ∆Tr av T start T max

Mils (W/m2 K) (W/m2 K) °C °C °C °C

10 No 1543.2 -1.85 33.80 82.71
10 No 1519.5 -3.07 34.40 83.62
10 No 1545.2 1536.0 -2.46 -2.46 34.10 82.71
10 Yes 1360.0 1.26 27.81 80.20
10 Yes 1386.9 2.83 27.81 81.11
10 Yes 1399.8 1382.2 3.75 2.61 27.81 81.42
0 No 1332.8 -2.34 30.31 81.91
0 No 1303.6 -2.90 30.31 83.40
0 No 1302.7 1313.1 -2.56 -2.60 29.43 83.70
0 Yes 1177.2 -3.18 26.77 87.17
0 Yes 1207.8 -1.65 26.43 87.79
0 Yes 1199.6 1194.9 -1.00 -1.94 26.77 84.07
0 Yes 1091.0 4.34 23.29 74.65
0 Yes 1125.3 6.84 23.29 76.16
0 Yes 1145.7 1120.6 7.14 6.11 23.29 76.16

-10 No 1479.0 0.87 32.38 83.37
-10 No 1501.8 1.18 32.38 83.37
-10 No 1463.4 1481.4 0.57 0.87 32.38 83.07
-10 Yes 1439.6 -0.63 29.66 83.32
-10 Yes 1423.9 -0.32 29.37 82.72
-10 Yes 1406.2 1423.2 -1.24 -0.73 29.66 83.32

The HFM is composed of many thermocouple pairs, each measuring the heat flux

at a junction.  Since the output of the sensor is the sum of all the thermocouple pairs, it is

proportional to the average heat flux over the gage surface.  Consequently, all heat

transfer coefficients calculated from HFM data are average values over the gage surface.

Table 13 shows a similar tabulation for runs with a brass plate used to cover the openings.
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Table 13 – Results of Offset Runs with Plate covering

Offset Turb h h av ∆Tr ∆Tr av T start T max

Mils (W/m2 K) (W/m2 K) °C °C °C °C

10 No 1886.4* -6.49 28.52 85.47
10 No 1901.1* -5.64 28.82 82.78
10 No 1932.2* 1906.6 -6.79 -6.31 29.11 84.28
10 Yes 1645.1* -4.52 28.82 87.26
10 Yes 1672.0* -7.13 28.52 85.17
10 Yes 1745.6* 1687.6 -4.67 -5.44 28.52 85.47
0 No 1531.6 -4.52 28.52 88.76
0 No 1358.2 (1359.4) -8.02 30.29 86.37
0 No 1360.6 1416.8** -8.32 -6.95 30.29 86.67

-10 No 1509.1 -5.26 27.93 84.87
-10 No 1556.9 -3.66 28.82 86.96
-10 No 1562.3 1542.8 -5.45 -4.79 29.11 88.16
-10 Yes 1506.1 -9.55 30.92 89.09
-10 Yes 1498.4 -9.26 30.92 87.90
-10 Yes 1455.8 1486.8 -9.59 -9.47 30.92 87.60

* - The back plate covering began to peel up at the corner and eventually tore off during one of these runs
and was lost in the exhaust flow.  Therefore, these results are suspect.  The location of the set screw hole
however is downstream of the throat; therefore changes in flow beyond the throat should not affect the flow
prior to the throat
** - One run produced a much higher heat transfer coefficient than the other two.  Disregarding the
abnormal result and averaging the remaining two gives an avg. heat transfer coefficient of 1359 W/m2 K

Some of the data with the plate covering is considered suspect because of a

peeling back plate.  One run for the offset of 0.000” and the brass plate covering is much

higher than the other two measurements.  Eliminating the abnormal value results in an

average heat transfer coefficient of 1359.4 W/m2 K.  This result is fairly close to the value

obtained with the silicone filled blade of 1313.1 W/m2 K.

Runs for the +0.010” offset with the plate may have been affected by the back

plate covering the set screw opening.  During those runs, the back plate began to peel up

from the blade surface.  Eventually, the plate peeled completely up and was lost in the

exhaust flow as noted in Table 13.  The exact run during which the plate was lost is not

known, but it is believed to have been lost during the runs with +0.010” offset and

turbulence.  The remaining runs were performed without the back plate.  This data should

be unaffected, since the location of the set screw is beyond the throat.  For a supersonic
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flow, no disturbances can propagate past the throat and affect upstream results.  However,

the peeling back plate may have caused a disturbance before the throat affecting results

upstream.  Table 14 shows a comparison with the +0.010” results discarded because of

the influence of the peeling back plate.

Table 14 – Effect of Plate Covered vs Silicone Filled Blade on Heat Transfer
Coefficient

Offset Turb h av with Silicone h av with Plate % difference

Mils (W/m2 K) (W/m2 K)

0 No 1313.0 1359.4 -3.53
-10 No 1481.4 1542.8 -4.14
-10 Yes 1423.2 1486.8 -4.47

The plate seems to increase the heat transfer coefficient slightly.  This is probably due to a

change in the flow field.  The plate is large compared to the surface area of the blade.

The overall profile of the blade changes slightly with the addition of the plate resulting in

a different flow field than without the plate.  The effect however is small, only about 4%

higher values with the plate than without.  Plates may be used to cover openings without

altering the results by a significant amount considering the uncertainty of current

measurements.  The plate data is therefore valid and can be used to substantiate data for

the silicone filled blade.

In addition to the runs using the insert gage, tests were also performed using the

directly deposited gage to provide a comparison to insert gage results.  These results are

shown in Table 15

Table 15 – Results of Offset Runs using Directly Deposited Gage

Offset Turb h h av ∆Tr ∆Tr av T start T max

Mils (W/m2 K) (W/m2 K) °C °C °C °C

-- No 861.0 13.90 25.93 74.07
-- No 870.5 14.46 26.53 72.58
-- No 832.1 854.5 14.16 14.17 26.23 72.58
-- Yes 1071.9 8.17 26.53 77.93
-- Yes 951.0 11.82 26.53 76.15
-- Yes 969.6 997.5 12.46 10.82 26.53 76.74
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5.1.4 Discussion of Results

Some conclusions may be drawn from the offset data.  The offset of an insert gage

has an effect on the heat transfer coefficient.  The heat transfer coefficient increases for an

offset in either direction and is slightly less for a recessed gage than for a protruding gage.

The heat transfer coefficient using an insert gage is higher than with the directly deposited

gage both with and without freestream turbulence.  The insert gage reduces the effects of

freestream turbulence.

5.1.4.1 Effect of Protruding gage

A possible explanation for the increase in the heat transfer coefficient for a

protruding gage is the formation of a new boundary layer at the leading edge of the gage.

Figure 35 shows the offset for the protruding gage relative to the boundary layer thickness

at the gage location with the “wall” highlighted in bold.  The height of the step is 0.010”

and the length of the step is assumed to be equal to the 0.250” diameter of the gage.  The

boundary layer at the gage location is estimated to be about 0.004” thick as predicted by

laminar stability code calculations3.

Figure 35 – Depiction of new Boundary Layer Formation for Protruding Gage

The flow stagnates in front of the protruding HFM gage causing a small region of

recirculation.  The boundary layer rises above the recirculating flow, but not enough to
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clear the gage.  Therefore, a new boundary layer forms at the front lip of the gage.

Separation is unlikely due to the high flow acceleration at that point.

Qualitatively relating this to a simple flat plate, the local heat transfer coefficient

is highest at the leading edge and decreases as a function of distance from the leading

edge.  The average heat transfer coefficient over a length also decreases as a function of

distance from the leading edge.  Results from the turbine blade should behave similarly,

with the highest average heat transfer coefficient near the leading edge.  Since a new

boundary layer forms for the protruding gage, the average heat transfer coefficient should

be higher than for a flush mounted gage where no new boundary layer forms.  In essence,

a thinner boundary layer results in a higher heat transfer coefficient.

5.1.4.2 Effect of Recessed Gage

The recessed gage also showed an increase in the average heat transfer coefficient.

The average increase over a flush mounted gage is smaller than the increase for a

protruding gage, but an increase is still evident.  This can be accounted for by the small

regions of recirculation at the front of the gage.  A backward step is shown in Figure 36

with the “wall” highlighted in bold and the boundary layer behavior depicted.

Figure 36 – Depiction of Backward Facing Step and Recirculation Region
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The reattachment point can be determined using the equation4

S = 0.6 * (b + d)

Where S = reattachment point in inches
b = cavity length (0.250”)
d = step height (0.010”)

This equation predicts reattachment at 0.156” from the step.  Another prediction5 suggests

approximately 10 step heights downstream for the reattachment point.  This predicts

reattachment at about 0.100”.  Regardless, the reattachment occurs at a point in the

sensing area of the HFM.  A high local heat transfer coefficient exists at the point of

reattachment.4,6,7

As stated before, the HFM integrates the heat flux over the sensor face.  This

averages out large increases in local heat transfer.  Since the local heat transfer coefficient

is highest at the reattachment point, it also gets averaged out over the face of the sensor.

The result is an increase in the average heat transfer coefficient over the sensor face,

albeit a small one.

5.1.4.3 Effect of Free Stream Turbulence

A comparison of results from the offset runs and corresponding cases from

Holmberg’s dissertation3 can be found in Table 16.

Table 16 – Comparison of Offset Results to Previous Results of Holmberg

 Gage Turb h av (Offset) h av (Holmberg) % difference

(W/m2 K) (W/m2 K)

Insert No 1313.1 ~1300 1.0 %
Insert Yes 1194.9 ~1400 -17.2 %

Dir Dep. No 854.5 ~1000 -17.0 %
Dir Dep. Yes 997.5 ~1750 -75.4 %

The average heat transfer coefficient for a flush mounted insert gage with no

turbulence grid is in excellent agreement with previous results in this facility.  However,

results and trends with the turbulence grid do not agree.  Holmberg3 showed about an 8%

increase in the heat transfer coefficient with the introduction of free-stream turbulence

using an insert gage and a 75% increase using the directly deposited gage.  An insert gage
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in the offset experiments did not produce the same trend in these experiments but the

directly deposited gage did.  For the insert gage, the heat transfer coefficient decreased by

about 9%.  The directly deposited gage increased the heat transfer coefficient by about

17% over the case with no turbulence grid.

The type of gage used has an effect on both the magnitude of the average heat

transfer coefficient and the effect of freestream turbulence. The insert gage resulted in a

higher heat transfer coefficient than the directly deposited gage with the exception of the

directly deposited gage and freestream turbulence for Holmberg3.  Results using the

directly deposited gage showed a much larger effect of freestream turbulence; the insert

gage showed a lower increase in the heat transfer coefficient due to the introduction of

freestream turbulence.

5.1.4.4 Sources of Error

Discrepancies may exist with Holmberg’s data3 due to differences in procedure.

Holmberg’s results are from runs with a lower initial total temperature.  The initial total

temperature in his runs was approximately 70°C; the offset experiments began at a total

temperature of 125°C.

All results are sensitive to the calibration coefficients for the sensor.  The

resistance of the RTS has a tendency to drift, requiring frequent recalibration.  This

affects the temperature compensation of the sensitivity slightly.  The most recent

recalibration of the directly deposited gage had a change in the HFS sensitivity calibrated

by the manufacturer using a radiative method. The sensitivity changed from 11

µV/W/cm2 to 13 µV/W/cm2.

An in-situ method of checking the heat flux sensitivity of the gage using data from

each run and a semi-infinite conduction model was developed to provide a check for each

run.  Assuming that the sensor layers have little effect on the surface temperature, the

substrate may be modeled as a semi-infinite solid.  This model is valid over the first 0.6

seconds of a run.  Knowing the surface temperature for a run, the corresponding

theoretical heat flux may be calculated using this model.  The output of the sensor in mV
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and the surface temperature are input to a program that determines the theoretical heat

flux.  An initial sensitivity guess is iterated until the theoretical heat flux equals the

measured heat flux.  Details of this method are discussed in Appendix A.

The in-situ calibration check predicted a sensitivity closer to the original

calibration.  Therefore, the predicted sensitivity was used to calculate the heat transfer

coefficient.  The effect of sensitivity is graphically shown below.  The results for the heat

transfer coefficient using the directly deposited gage with no turbulence is plotted versus

coefficient h (see HFM Calibration section 3.1.3) in Figure 37.  The sensitivity of the

gage has a rather large effect on the heat transfer coefficient.  A difference of about 2

µV/W/cm2 results in a difference of 125 W/m2 K in the heat transfer coefficient for the

directly deposited gage.

Figure 37 – Effect of Sensitivity on Heat Transfer Coefficient

Noise also produces errors due to the low sensitivity of the gage.  Noise is

typically on the order of 1-1.5 µV translating to an error of about 0.09-0.14 W/cm2.  This

may influence results at particularly low heat fluxes and cause a shift in the location of

the zero-crossing for the heat flux.  This would affect the ∆T (Tr – Ts) used to calculate

the heat transfer coefficient, thereby introducing another source of error into the results.
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The connection of the sensor leads to the LEMO cable produces another source of

error.  Three mil wires from the sensor are soldered to a LEMO connection.  The

soldering changes the resistance of the sensor slightly.  If a good connection is not made,

this will affect the resistance, and in turn, the calculated temperature.  The resistance was

often measured before the first run, but changes in the resistance may be due to solder

connections or to changes in ambient temperature compared to previous days.  Since the

temperature is derived from the resistance measurement of the RTS, the temperature is

affected by the resistance of the solder connection.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations

The response of the directly deposited gage is much slower than the response of

standard insert gages.  The measured time constant for the directly deposited gage is 856

µs; the time constant for the insert gages is no more than 30 µs.  Modeling predicted less

than 18 µs for both the directly deposited gage and the standard insert gage.  It did not

show the anodization to be the cause for the much slower time response exhibited by the

directly deposited gage.

Using an insert gage affects the heat transfer coefficient and the effects of

freestream turbulence on the heat transfer coefficient.  An offset in either direction

produced a higher heat transfer coefficient with a positive offset producing a slightly

higher heat transfer coefficient than a negative offset.  Using an insert gage also produced

a higher heat transfer coefficient than using the directly deposited gage.  The effect of

freestream turbulence on the heat transfer coefficient was reduced using an insert gage.

Using the directly deposited gage resulted in a smaller heat transfer coefficient and an

increase in the heat transfer coefficient with the addition of freestream turbulence

compared to using an insert gage.  These observations are only valid for the particular

geometry and conditions of this setup.  A thicker boundary layer or smaller gage size may

not produce the same results.

Great care should be taken to try to minimize the physical disruption of the flow

due to the gage.  Heat flux measurements using insert gages on a transonic turbine blade

with a very thin boundary layer (i.e. 0.004”) must be carefully evaluated.  Small gage

offsets from the blade surface can affect the measured heat flux by disrupting the

boundary layer.  A gage deposited directly on a turbine blade would provide for the most

accurate results since its effect on the flow would be minimized.  The cause of the slow

time response must first be reconciled if high frequency measurements (such as shock

waves) are to be taken.  However, the current directly deposited gage will properly

measure low frequency data.
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Appendix A – In-Situ Calibration Check

A.1 Semi-Infinite Theory

For a semi-infinite solid, the time dependent solution of surface temperature is

Ck
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This equation can be discretized for a step change input to determine heat flux from a given

temperature distribution.
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A.2 Program Parameters

The program QT4.for models the thermal response of the substrate assuming that the

gage has a negligible effect.  The program takes an input file of sets of data.  The first line of

each set is a description of the data, the sensor coefficient h and the sensor coefficient g.  The

rest of the lines are the HFS voltage values and the simultaneous surface temperature as

converted from the RTS output.  The program begins an iteration of the sensitivity and uses

this guessed value to convert the HFS voltage to heat flux.  It then solves for the theoretical

temperature response of a series of step heat flux inputs as determined from the converted heat

flux.  The program continually iterates the sensitivity until the predicted change in sensitivity

is smaller than the convergence criteria.  At this point, the program outputs the actual HFM

sensitivity at 25°C and the calculated sensitivity from the semi-infinite model.  This is

repeated for each set of data in the input file.

A.3 Results

The actual gage sensitivity at room temperature and the calculated sensitivity for each run in a

set (and the average calculated sensitivity over the three runs) is shown in the following tables.

Results from all offset runs with the plate covering, as well as runs with the directly deposited

gage, are shown in Table A.1.  Table A.2 shows a similar tabulation for the smoothed blade

runs.
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Table A.1 – Calculated Sensitivity Results for Plate and Directly Deposited Gage Runs

Offset Gage Turb S at RT S (Run 1) S (Run 2) S (Run 3) S (Avg)

Mils µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2

-- DD No 13.93 10.00 10.85 12.29 11.05
-- DD Yes 13.93 11.26 10.98 10.96 11.06
0 0223 No 31.52 34.07 27.87 31.00 30.98
0 0223 Yes 30.41 26.67 28.93 30.57 28.72
10 0223 Yes 31.52 24.07 28.06 26.98 26.37
10 0223 No 31.52 29.75 26.10 27.60 27.82
-10 0223 No 31.52 30.92 31.09 31.72 31.24
-10 0223 Yes 31.52 21.50 26.66 26.95 25.03

Table A.2 – Calculated Sensitivity Results for “Smoothed” Blade Runs

Offset Gage Turb S at RT S (Run 1) S (Run 2) S (Run 3) S (Avg)

Mils µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2 µV/W/cm2

0 0223 No 31.52 30.33 35.07 39.47 34.96
0 0223 Yes 31.52 21.89 27.12 28.91 25.97
10 0222 No 40.54 40.18 37.84 46.23 41.42
10 0222 Yes 40.54 29.25 36.42 34.96 33.55
-10 0222 Yes 40.54 37.31 31.66 32.21 33.73
-10 0222 No 40.54 35.61 49.29 39.07 41.32
10 0223 Yes 40.54 29.50 41.01 29.08 33.20
0 0223 Yes 40.54 25.71 30.46 34.01 30.06

The results show no consistent change in sensitivity.  This adds confidence to the

results, since the predicted sensitivity seems to be random and not a function of tunnel run,

offset  or any other condition.  The sampled data however is taken over a range that is

particularly subject to noise.  It is difficult to tell if the first points are an actual rise due to the

flow or due to noise.  For such a small number of total points sampled, a couple of erroneous

points may taint the results.  This is believed to be the cause for some of the numbers

calculated that deviated greatly from others in a set.

The average calculated sensitivity was used for the directly deposited gage results.  The

calculated sensitivity agrees much more closely with the original recalibration and with the

sensitivity used by Holmberg3.  A listing of the program follows.
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A.4 Program Listing
c$noex
c$nowa
***********************************************************************
*                               QT4.FOR                               *
*                                                                     *
*       This program converts the voltages obtained from the heat     *
*     flux sensor to their corresponding heat flux and temperature    *
*     responses.  It also utilizes the Cook and Felderman method to   *
*     differentiate temperature with respect to time to obtain the    *
*     corresponding heat flux and Green's function to integrate the   *
*     heat flux with respect to time to yield temperature.            *
*       This program iterates the above calculations in order to find *
*     the best value of gage sensitivity such that the difference     *
*     between experimental temp and temp converted from heat flux is  *
*     minimized. A secant method algorithm is used to close on the    *
*     best solution for S.                                            *
*                                                                     *
*       Variables  used are:                                          *
*                                                                     *
*     K.......Thermal conductivity of resistance layer (W/cmK)        *
*     RHO.....Density of resistance layer (kg/cm^3)                   *
*     CP......Specific heat of resistance layer (J/kgK)               *
*     ALPHA...Thermal property of resistance layer                    *
*     TIME().......Time interval                                      *
*     QVOLT()......Voltage corresponding to measured heat flux        *
*     QVLTIN().....3 runs of Voltage for measured heat flux           *
*     TEMPIN().....3 runs of temperature converted from RTS           *
*     QEXP().......Heat flux calculated from experimental voltage     *
*     TEXP().......Temperature calculated from experimental voltage   *
*     QCALC()......Heat flux calculated from temperature              *
*     TCALC()......Temperature calculated from heat flux              *
*     DUM1,DUM2()..Dummy var to take up unwanted cols in input file   *
*     ELAPTIME.....Elapsed time with time(1) set = 0                  *
*     INIT.........Initial time value = TIME(1)                       *
*     DT.......... Time step (s)                                      *
*     TDIF.........Individual TCALC(N) - TEXP(N); individual errors   *
*     SUMTDIF......Sum of errors                                      *
*     SENS.........Input sensitivity of sensor (mV/W/cm^2)            *
*     S()..........Sensitivity output from convergence routine        *
*
*     E()..........Absolute error, equals ABS(SUMTDIF)                *
*     INCR.........Size of first step in convergence routine          *
*     MAXERR.......Error level defining convergence on S              *
*     TIMEF........Number of data points taken                        *
*     STEPMAX......Max number of iterations in convergence routine    *
*     LONGDATA.....Length of unreduced input file                     *
*     XXXIN........Input variables                                    *
*                                                                     *
***********************************************************************

      REAL K, RHO, CP, ALPHA, TIME (1301), QVOLT(1301), QEXP(1301),
     +TEXP(1301), QCALC(1301), TCALC(1301), ELAPTI(1301), INIT, DT,
     +TDIF(1301), SUMTDF(20), SENS, S(20), E(20), INCR, MAXERR,
     +TIMEIN, TEMPIN(13,3), QVLTIN(13,3), COEFH, COEFG
      INTEGER TIMEF, STPMAX, LONGDA
      CHARACTER INFILE*50, OUTFIL*50, DESC *12
      PARAMETER (PI=3.141592654)

************************************************************************
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*     Input filenames, open the ASCII input data file and create the   *
*     output file. Anything in the output file before running is erased*
*     during each run.                                                 *
************************************************************************

      PRINT*
      PRINT*, '                         - Program QT - '
      PRINT*
      PRINT*, '      This program takes an input data file of 2 columns;
     + Time(s),'
      PRINT*, 'Temp(degC), and q"(V), and then numerically converts
     + q" to T'
      PRINT*, 'and vice-versa, printing input values and converted value
     +s to an'
      PRINT*, 'output file.  Also, an optimum HFM sensitivity is calcula
     +ted'
      PRINT*, 'for each input data file, and sent to the output file.'
      PRINT*, 'The first line should be a description, and g,h sensor c'
     +oeffs'
      PRINT*

      PRINT*,'PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF DATA SETS IN QT_DATA.IN:'
      READ*,NOSETS

      INFILE = 'QT_DATA.IN'
      OUTFIL = 'QT_DATA.OUT'
      PRINT*

      OPEN (9, FILE = INFILE)

************************************************************************
*       Definition of thermal properties of resistive layer, and other *
*     parameters related to temp and S iteration.                      *
*     A better solution of S can be obtained by decreasing MAXERR, but *
*     this slows the solution. SENS as entered is a guess value; the   *
*     final output value of S(N) is the best sensitivity for the       *
*     particular data set being analyzed.                              *
************************************************************************
C Properties for Aluminum Substrate
      K=1.29
      RHO=2.77E-3
      CP=921
C Properties for Aluminum Nitride Substrate
C      K=1.65
C      RHO=3.29E-3
C      CP=713
      ALPHA=K/RHO/CP
      STPMAX = 20
      SENS=0.008
      INCR = SENS/20.
      MAXERR = 0.00001
      QZERO = 0.
      LONGDA = 11
      TIMEF = INT(LONGDA) - 1

      OPEN (6, FILE = OUTFIL)
***********************************************************************
*     Do loop to read ASCII file and convert voltages to corresponding*
*     temperature values. The proper temp conversion eqn for the HFM  *
*     in use must be entered. Heat flux conversion is done within     *
*     the sensitivity iterating loop. Temperature can be imported as  *
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*     QEXP (already converted, in degC) by putting TEXP in the read   *
*     stmt instead of TVOLT. DUM1,2 may be used to take up unwanted   *
*     columns in the input file. Heat flux data must be input as QVOLT*
*     so that S can be varied in converting to QEXP. IF stmt serves to*
*     remove all data pts where (I-1)/SKIP is not an integer.         *
***********************************************************************
      DO 199 NO=1,NOSETS
        IF (NO.EQ.3) THEN
C Properties for Aluminum Nitride Substrate - 1st two sets for DD gage
          K=1.65
          RHO=3.29E-3
          CP=713
        ENDIF

        TIMEIN = 0.06
        DO 1 I = 1, LONGDA+1
          IF (I.EQ.1) THEN
            READ (9, '(A12,F8.5,4X,F8.6)') DESC, COEFH, COEFG
          ELSE
            READ (9, 1000) QVLTIN(I-1,1),TEMPIN(I-1,1)
     1,     QVLTIN(I-1,2), TEMPIN(I-1,2), QVLTIN(I-1,3), TEMPIN(I-1,3)
1000        FORMAT(3(F8.6,4X,F8.5,4X))
            TIME(I-1) = (I-1)*TIMEIN
            ELAPTI(I-1)=TIME(I-1)-TIME(1)
          ENDIF
1       CONTINUE

        DO 10 KOUNT=1,3
          DO 11 J=1,LONGDA

            TIME(J) = J*TIMEIN
            TEXP(J) = TEMPIN(J,KOUNT)
            QVOLT(J) = QVLTIN(J,KOUNT)
11        CONTINUE

          DT=TIME(2)-TIME(1)

***********************************************************************
*     Do loop to perform numerical expression developed by Cook and   *
*     Felderman to calculate heat flux from surface temperature       *
***********************************************************************

          DO 2 M = 1, TIMEF
            QCALC(M) = 0
            DO 3 L = 2, M
              QCALC(M)=QCALC(M) + (TEXP(L) - TEXP(L-1))/(SQRT((M -L)*DT)
     +        +SQRT((M-L+1)*DT))
3           CONTINUE
            QCALC(M) = 2.*SQRT(K*RHO*CP)/SQRT(PI)*QCALC(M)
2         CONTINUE

***********************************************************************
*     Do loop around QEXP calculations and T to q" conversions, where *
*     S is iteratively reduced to find the best least error fit       *
*     between actual temperature data and temp converted from q"      *
***********************************************************************

          S(1) = SENS
c         WRITE(*,'(/A32)') ' Sensitivity   Convergence Error'
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          DO 77 N = 1, STPMAX

***** do loop to (re)calculate QEXP with iterated S *******************

            DO 12 I = 1, TIMEF
              QEXP(I) = QVOLT(I)/S(N)
12          CONTINUE

***********************************************************************
*     Do loop to perform method of Green's function to calculate      *
*     temperature from heat flux                                      *
***********************************************************************

            DO 4 I = 1, TIMEF
              TCALC(I) = TEXP(1)
              DO 5 J = I, 1, -1
                IF (J.EQ.1) THEN
                  TCALC(I) = TCALC(I) - 2.*SQRT(ALPHA)/K/SQRT(PI)
     1            *QEXP(J)*(SQRT(((I-.5)-(J-.5))*DT)-SQRT((I-.5)*DT))
                ELSE
                  TCALC(I) = TCALC(I) -2.*SQRT(ALPHA)/K/SQRT(PI)*QEXP(J)
     1            *(SQRT(((I-.5)-(J-.5))*DT)-SQRT(((I-.5)-(J-1.5))*DT))
                ENDIF
5             CONTINUE
4           CONTINUE

***********************************************************************
*     Do loop to calculate sum of errors between TCALC and TEXP       *
*     and IF statements to govern the value and direction of the      *
*     next step in determining a more accurate value of S             *
***********************************************************************
            SUMTDF(N) = 0

            DO 7 J = 1, TIMEF
              TDIF(J) = TCALC(J) - TEXP(J)
              SUMTDF(N) = SUMTDF(N) + TDIF(J)
7           CONTINUE

            E(N) = ABS(SUMTDF(N))
            IF (N.EQ.1) THEN
              S(2) = S(1) + INCR
            ELSE
              S(N+1) = S(N-1) - (S(N)-S(N-1))*E(N-1)/(E(N)-E(N-1))
            ENDIF

            IF (ABS(S(N+1)-S(N)).LT.MAXERR) GOTO 100

C        WRITE (*, '(1X, F10.6, 8X, F10.6)') S(N)*1000, E(N)
77      CONTINUE
***********************************************************************
*     Do loop to write final values to file opened above              *
***********************************************************************

100     WRITE (6, '(/A12,3X,A4,I1,1X,A12,1X,F8.5,2X,A10,F8.5)')
     1  DESC,'RUN ',KOUNT
        WRITE (6, '(/A14,F8.5)') 'SENSOR SENS  :', ((25.*COEFG)+COEFH)
        WRITE (6, '(A14,F8.5)') 'CALC SENS    :', S(N+1)*1000
        WRITE (6, '(A14,F8.4,1X,A1)') '% DIFFERENCE :',
     1  (((25.*COEFG)+COEFH)-(S(N+1)*1000))/((25.*COEFG)+COEFH)*100,'%'
        WRITE (6, *)
        WRITE (6, *) '   Time (msec)     q" exp       T exp        q"cal
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     +c        T calc '

        DO 15 I = 1, TIMEF
20        FORMAT (1X,F12.7,2X, F12.7, 2X, F12.7, 2X, F12.7, 2X, F12.7)
          WRITE (6, 20) ELAPTI(I)*1000,QEXP(I),TEXP(I),QCALC(I),TCALC(I)
15      CONTINUE
10      CONTINUE
199   CONTINUE
      CLOSE(6)
      CLOSE(9)
      PRINT*

      STOP
      END
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Appendix B – Program Listings for HFM Models

B.1 Finite Difference Program Listing
C$NOWA
C$NOEX
*******************************************************************************
*               HFM_BAT.FOR          10/17/97                                 *
*                                                                             *
*     This program is designed to model the response of an HFM to             *
*   various input heat flux signals.  The program uses an implicit-           *
*   one-dimensional finite difference to solve for the transient              *
*   solution.  The program allows for inclusion of an anodization             *
*   layer, thermal resistance pads over the cold junction, variable           *
*   nodes across the anodized layer, and changing of desired material         *
*   properties.                                                               *
*                                                                             *
*     The program outputs a file with time, Tcold, Thot and Delta T           *
*   across the thermal resistance layer.  This value of Delta T should        *
*   be proportional to the theoretical time response to the given input.      *
*                                                                             *
*     The program has both an interactive mode and a batch processing         *
*   for multiple runs.  The data is stored in the HFM_BAT.CMD file and        *
*   represents flags and values for various configurations.  The first        *
*   line indicates the number of runs to make.  if it is 0, the program       *
*   defaults to interactive mode.  In sequential order, the flags for         *
*   the next line are are TIMESTEP, NO OF TIMESTEPS, ANOD?, PADS?, MAT?,      *
*   FTYPE?, MAG, and TIMIMP.  The next line includes values for ANODK,        *
*   # NDS FOR ANOD, DURATN, and OUTFILE.  The next line allows a desc-        *
*   ription of the model and characteristics.  Each group of three lines      *
*   represents on run.                                                        *
*                                                                             *
*   Variables  used are:                                                      *
*                                                                             *
*   K(P,Pt,N,I,R,An,A)...Thermal cond of gage and substrate layers (W/cmK)    *
*   RHO(P,Pt,N,I,R,An,A).Density of gage and substrate layers (kg/cm^3)       *
*   CP(P,Pt,N,I,R,An,A)..Specific heat of gage and substrate layers (J/kgK)   *
*   ALPH(P,Pt,N,I,R,An,A)...Thermal diffusivity of gage and sub layers(cm^2/s)*
*   DX...........Thickness of/del x in different layers (cm)                  *
*   Fo...........Fourier number, alph*dt/dx2                                  *
*   Q,Y,S........Variables related to interface nodes betw layers             *
*   A,B,C,D......Arrays (A,C,D constant) input to TRIDIAG subroutine          *
*   QEXP().......Heat flux input to model (W/cm2)                             *
*   TAVG.........Average T of first PREPT pts in TEXP (noise reduc)           *
*   TIME.........Elapsed time (s)                                             *
*   T(),T2().....Temp profiles across gage and substrate (K)                  *
*   TNEW().......Temp across gage/sub at new time step (K)                    *
*   TIMEF........Number of data points taken                                  *
*   NSTEPS.......Timesteps taken, if QIN not imported from file               *
*   ANOD.........0 If anodized layer is included, 1 if not                    *
*   FTYPE........0 If impulse function, 1 if step, 2 if shock                 *
*   PAD..........0 If Pads not included over cold junction                    *
*   MAT..........1 If properties from Incropera and Dewitt, 0 if from David   *
*   MAT2.........1 If default props from I/D, 0 if from David                 *
*   MAG..........Magnitude of input peak                                      *
*   TIMIMP.......Integer of peak occurrence in timesteps                      *
*   DURATN.......Duration of Shock Event in Timesteps                         *
*   NOBAT........No of batch runs to make (spec'd in HFM_BAT.CMD)             *
*   NORUN........Counter for number of runs completed                         *
*   NUMANOD......Number of nodes across anodization layer                      *
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*******************************************************************************

      DOUBLE PRECISION KP, KPt, KN, KI, KR, KAn, KA,
     + RHOP, RHOPt, RHON, RHOI, RHOR, RHOAn, RHOA,
     + CPP, CPPt, CPN, CPI, CPR, CPAn CPA,
     + ALPHP, ALPHPt, ALPHN, ALPHI, ALPHR, ALPHAn, ALPHA
     + DXP, DXPt, DXN, DXI, DXR, DXAn, DXA, DXB1, DXB2, DXB3, DXB4,
     + FoP, FoPt, FoN, FoI, FoR, FoAn, FoA, FoB1, FoB2, FoB3, FoB4,
     + QRP, QPtR, QNPt, QIN, QRI, QAnR, QBAn, QBB, QAnI, QBI,
     + YRP, YPtR, YNPt, YIN, YRI, YAnR, YBAn, YBB, YAnI, YBI,
     + SPP, SRP, SPtR, SNPt, SINi, SRI, SRR, SBAn, SAnR, SAnI, SBI,
     + SB1, SB12, SB2, SB23, SB3, SB34, SB4,
     + A(73), A2(73), B(73), B2(73), C(73),C2(73),D(73),D2(73),
     + TAVG, TIME, ELAPTIME, TIMESTEP, MAG, ANODK, QEXP(10001),
     + T(73), T2(73), TNEW(73), T2NEW(73), TSURF, TSURF2, DELTAT(10001)

      INTEGER TIMEF, SKIP, OUTSKIP, LONGDATA, LONGIN, PREPT, NSTEPS,
     + ANOD, TIMIMP, FTYPE, DURATN, NUMANOD, NUMPADS, MAT, PAD, CHOICE

      CHARACTER INFILE*50, OUTFILE*50, DESC*72

      PARAMETER (PI=3.141592654)

C* Defaults

      CLOSE(9)
      OPEN(9,FILE = 'HFM_BAT.CMD')
      READ(9,'(A60)') DESC
      READ(9,'(A60)') DESC
      READ(9,1000) NOBAT
1000  FORMAT(I2)
      IF (NOBAT.EQ.0) GOTO 2

C* BATCH RUNS

      NORUN = 0

1     IF (NOBAT.EQ.NORUN) THEN
        GOTO 10000
      ELSE
        NORUN=NORUN + 1
      ENDIF

      READ(9,1001) TIMESTEP,NSTEPS,ANOD,PAD,MAT,FTYPE,MAG,TIMIMP
      READ(9,1002) ANODK,NUMANOD,DURATN,OUTFILE
1001  FORMAT(F7.5,1X,I5,1X,I1,1X,I1,1X,I1,1X,I1,1X,F4.1,1X,I3)
1002  FORMAT(F6.4,1X,I2,1X,I2,1X,A12)
      READ(9,1003) DESC
1003  FORMAT(A45)

      IF (ANOD.EQ.0) THEN NUMANOD=0
      MAT2=1

      GOTO 6

C* INTERACTIVE RUNS

2     TIMESTEP = .00001
      NSTEPS = 10000
      ANOD=1
      PAD=0
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      MAT=1
      MAT2=1
      FTYPE=1
      MAG=10.
      TIMIMP = 30.
      ANODK=1.
      NUMANOD=10

      CLOSE(9)

3     PRINT*,'0 = NO / 1 = YES'
1004  FORMAT(5X,A32,1X,F8.5)
1005  FORMAT(5X,A32,1X,I5)
1006  FORMAT(5X,A32,1X,I5,3X,'(k * ',F5.3,', ',I2,' nodes)')
      PRINT*
      write(*,1004) '1. Timestep in ms...............',timestep
      write(*,1005) '2. No of Timesteps..............',nsteps
      IF(ANOD.EQ.1) THEN
        write(*,1006) '3. Anodized layer included......',anod,anodk,
     1 numanod
      ELSE
        write(*,1005) '3. Anodized layer included......',anod
      ENDIF
      write(*,1005) '4. Include Cold Junction Pads...',pad
      write(*,1005) '5. 0-David, 1-ID, 2-User........',mat
      write(*,1005) '6. 0-Impulse, 1-Step, 2-Shock...',ftype
      write(*,1004) '7. Magnitude of input (w/cm2)...',mag
      write(*,1005) '8. Occurence of input (tmstps)..',timimp
      PRINT*
      PRINT*,'ENTER CHOICE NOW OR 0 TO CONTINUE'
      READ*,CHOICE

      IF (CHOICE.EQ.0) THEN
        GOTO 5
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.1) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Enter timestep (ms):'
        READ*, TIMESTEP
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.2) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Enter number of time steps to take:'
        READ*, NSTEPS
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.3) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Include Anodized Layer? (0 if NO, 1 if YES)'
        READ*, ANOD
        IF (ANOD.NE.0) THEN
          PRINT*, 'Multiply K of Anodized Layer by?'
          READ*, ANODK
4         PRINT*, 'Number of nodes in anodized layer?'
          READ*, NUMANOD
          IF (NUMANOD.LT.1) THEN
            PRINT*,'Illegal value.  Must be greater than 0'
            GOTO 4
          ENDIF
          ANOD=1
        ELSE
          ANODK=1
          ANOD=0
          NUMANOD=0
        ENDIF
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.4) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Include Pads over cold junction? (0 if NO, 1 if YES)'
        READ*, PAD
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      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.5) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Use Incropera and DeWitt properties? (0 if NO, 1 if YES
     +,2 if USER SPECIFIED)'
        READ*, MAT
        MAT2=1
        IF(MAT.EQ.2) THEN
          PRINT*, 'Use Incropera and DeWitt properties as default? (0 if
     + NO, 1 if YES)'
        READ*, MAT2
        ENDIF
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.6) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Shock Simulation (2) Step Function (1) or Impulse Funct
     +ion (0):'
        READ*, FTYPE
        IF (FTYPE.EQ.2) THEN
          PRINT*, 'Duration of shock event in timesteps:'
          READ*, DURATN
        ENDIF
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.7) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Magnitude of Step or Impulse: (W/cm^2)'
        READ*, MAG
      ELSEIF (CHOICE.EQ.8) THEN
        PRINT*, 'Time step (integer) of step or impulse:'
        READ*, TIMIMP
      ENDIF
      GOTO 3

5     PRINT*, 'Enter output filename in apostrophes:'
      READ*, OUTFILE
      PRINT*, 'Enter description for this file (in apostrophes):'
      READ*, DESC
      PRINT*

6     DT = TIMESTEP/1000.
      TIMEF = NSTEPS

*---------------- Definition of input heat flux specified above ----------------

      DO 10 N = 1, TIMEF
        IF (FTYPE.EQ.2) THEN
          IF((N.GE.TIMIMP).AND.(N.LE.(TIMIMP+DURATN))) THEN
            QEXP(N) = MAG
          ELSE
            QEXP(N) = 0.0
          ENDIF
        ELSEIF (FTYPE.EQ.1) THEN
          IF(N.GE.TIMIMP) THEN
            QEXP(N) = MAG
          ELSE
            QEXP(N) = 0.0
          ENDIF
        ELSE
          IF(N.EQ.TIMIMP) THEN
            QEXP(N) = MAG
          ELSE
            QEXP(N) = 0.0
          ENDIF
        ENDIF
10    CONTINUE
      TAVG = 25.
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********************************************************************************
*     Definition of thermal properties of gage and substrate, and              *
*       other parameters related to node temp equations. (ALL IN cm)!!!        *
********************************************************************************
*                                                                              *
*           Subscript        Meanings                Material                  *
*               P        Protective Coating           Al2O3                    *
*               Pt       Thermocouple material         Pt                      *
*             N/Ni       Thermocouple material         Nichrome                *
*               I        Isolation Layer              Al2O3                    *
*               R        Resistance Layer              SiO                     *
*              An        Anodization Layer            Al2O3                    *
*               A        Substrate Layers              AlN                     *
*                                                                              *
*              B#        Different Layers of Substrate                         *
*                                                                              *
********************************************************************************

20    IF((MAT.NE.0).AND.(MAT2.EQ.1)) GOTO 30

C Thermal Properties from David Holmberg

      KP = 1.65
      RHOP = 3.29E-3
      CPP = 713.
      DXP = .2E-4

C Pt here is for Copper

      KPt = 4.0
      RHOPt = 8.93E-3
      CPPt = 385.
      DXPt = 0.17E-4

      KN = 0.91
      RHON = 8.90E-3
      CPN = 444.
      DXN = 0.17E-4

      KI = 1.65
      RHOI = 3.29E-3
      CPI = 713.
      DXI = 0.05E-4

C  SiO properties (R = resistance layer, k backed out from data
C  assuming thermoelectric potential of Cu-Ni junction same as for
C  bulk properties, and that thickness of SiO layer is known, at
C  approx 1.9 microns. Alpha is assumed constant = bulk alpha.)

C             *** 10 NODES ACROSS THERMAL RESISTANCE LAYER ***

      KR = 0.0097
      RHOR = 2.1E-3
      ALPHR = .00054
C         AlphaR was assumed to be 0.00834 initially. Based on HFM data,
C           alpha was backed out by matching time constant of model.
C         WRITE(*,*) 'Input alpha of resistance layer (.00834):'
C         READ (*,*) ALPHR
      DXR = .08E-4
      CPR = KR/RHOR/ALPHR
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      KAn = 1.65*ANODK
      RHOAn = 3.29E-3
      CPAn = 713.

      KA=1.65
      RHOA=3.29E-3
      CPA=713.

      IF(MAT.EQ.2) GOTO 40
      GOTO 50

C Thermal Properties form Incropera and DeWitt

30    KP = 0.40
      RHOP = 3.97E-3
      CPP = 765.
      DXP = 2.0E-4

      KPt = .716
      RHOPt = 2.145E-2
      CPPt = 133.
      DXPt = 0.3E-4

      KN = 0.12
      RHON = 8.40E-3
      CPN = 420.
      DXN = 0.3E-4

      KI = 0.40
      RHOI = 3.97E-3
      CPI = 765.
      DXI = 0.1E-4

C             *** 10 NODES ACROSS THERMAL RESISTANCE LAYER ***

      KR = 0.0138
      RHOR = 2.1E-3
      ALPHR = .0119
      DXR = .19E-4
      CPR = KR/RHOR/ALPHR

      KAn = 0.40*ANODK
      RHOAn = 3.97E-3
      CPAn = 765.

      KA=1.65
      RHOA=3.29E-3
      CPA=713.

40    IF(MAT.EQ.2) THEN
        WRITE(*,*) 'CURRENT PROPERTIES FOR'
        WRITE(*,*) '       (1)Al2O3    (2)Pt    (3)NiCr   (4)SiO      (5
     +)AlN:'
        WRITE(*,1010) '1. K =', KP, KPt, KN, KR, KA
        WRITE(*,1011) '2. RHO =', RHOP, RHOPt, RHON, RHOR, RHOA
        WRITE(*,1012) '3. Cp =', CPP, CPPt, CPN, CPR, CPA
        WRITE(*,1013) '4. t =', DXP, DXPt, DXN, DXR, DXA
1010    FORMAT(A6,4X,F6.4,5X,F6.4,5X,F6.4,5X,F6.4,5X,F6.4)
1011     FORMAT(A8,2X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3)
1012     FORMAT(A6,4X,F6.1,5X,F6.1,5X,F6.1,5X,F6.1,5X,F6.1)
1013     FORMAT(A5,5X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3,3X,E8.3)
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        WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE MATERIAL TO BE
     + CHANGED OR 6 FOR END'
        READ*, MATNUM
        IF(MATNUM.EQ.6) GOTO 50
        WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER THE NUMBER CORRESPONDING TO THE MATERIAL PROPE
     +TY TO BE CHANGED'
        READ*, MATPROP

        IF(MATNUM.EQ.1) THEN
          IF(MATPROP.EQ.1) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KP)
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KI)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.2) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHOP)
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHOI)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.3) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPP)
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPI)
          ELSE
            CALL CHANGEPROP(DXP)
            CALL CHANGEPROP(DXI)
          ENDIF
        ELSEIF(MATNUM.EQ.2) THEN
          IF(MATPROP.EQ.1) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KPt)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.2) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHOPt)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.3) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPPt)
          ELSE
            CALL CHANGEPROP(DXPt)
          ENDIF
        ELSEIF(MATNUM.EQ.3) THEN
          IF(MATPROP.EQ.1) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KN)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.2) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHON)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.3) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPN)
          ELSE
            CALL CHANGEPROP(DXN)
          ENDIF
        ELSEIF(MATNUM.EQ.4) THEN
          IF(MATPROP.EQ.1) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KR)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.2) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHOR)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.3) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPR)
          ELSE
            CALL CHANGEPROP(DXR)
          ENDIF
        ELSE
          IF(MATPROP.EQ.1) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(KA)
          ELSEIF(MATPROP.EQ.2) THEN
            CALL CHANGEPROP(RHOA)
          ELSE
            CALL CHANGEPROP(CPA)
          ENDIF
        ENDIF
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      GOTO 40
      ENDIF

C Now define Alpha and Fo for each material

50    ALPHP = KP/RHOP/CPP
      FoP = ALPHP*DT/(DXP)**2

      ALPHPt = KPt/RHOPt/CPPt
      FoPt = ALPHPt*DT/(DXPt)**2

      ALPHN = KN/RHON/CPN
      FoN = ALPHN*DT/(DXN)**2

      ALPHI = KI/RHOI/CPI
      FoI = ALPHI*DT/(DXI)**2

      FoR = ALPHR*DT/(DXR)**2

      IF(NUMANOD.EQ.0) THEN
        DXAn = 7.5E-4
      ELSE
        DXAn = 7.5E-4/REAL(NUMANOD)
      ENDIF
      ALPHAn = KAn/RHOAn/CPAn
      FoAn = ALPHAn*DT/(DXAn)**2

      ALPHA=KA/RHOA/CPA

      DXB1 = 0.5E-4
      DXB2 = 10*DXB1
      DXB3 = 10*DXB2
      DXB4 = 10*DXB3

      FoB1 = ALPHA*DT/(DXB1)**2
      FoB2 = ALPHA*DT/(DXB2)**2
      FoB3 = ALPHA*DT/(DXB3)**2
      FoB4 = ALPHA*DT/(DXB4)**2

*---------------------------- Hot Junction Components ------------------------

*-------- Interface parameters for Hot Junction (See Derivation Sheet) -------

      QPtP = (1.+ (RHOPt*CPPt*DXPt/(RHOP*CPP*DXP)))/ 2.
      QNPt = (1.+ (RHON*CPN*DXN/(RHOPt*CPPt*DXPt)))/ 2.
      QIN = (1.+ (RHOI*CPI*DXI/(RHON*CPN*DXN)))/ 2.
      QRI = (1.+ (RHOR*CPR*DXR/(RHOI*CPI*DXI)))/ 2.
      QAnR = (1.+ (RHOAn*CPAn*DXAn/(RHOR*CPR*DXR)))/ 2.
      QBAn = (1.+ (RHOA*CPA*DXB1/(RHOAn*CPAn*DXAn)))/ 2.
      QBR = (1.+ (RHOA*CPA*DXB1/(RHOR*CPR*DXR)))/ 2.
      QB12 = (1.+ (DXB2/DXB1))/ 2.
      QB23 = (1.+ (DXB3/DXB2))/ 2.
      QB34 = (1.+ (DXB4/DXB3))/ 2.

      YPtP = (KPt/DXPt) /( KP/DXP )
      YNPt = (KN/DXN) /( KPt/DXPt )
      YIN = (KI/DXI) /( KN/DXN )
      YRI = (KR/DXR) /( KI/DXI )
      YAnR = (KAn/DXAn) /( KR/DXR )
      YBAn = (KA/DXB1) /( KAn/DXAn )
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      YBR = (KA/DXB1) /( KR/DXR )
      YB12 = DXB1 / DXB2
      YB23 = DXB2 / DXB3
      YB34 = DXB3 / DXB4

      SPP = 1/ (1 + 2*FoP)
      SPtP = 1/ (QPtP + (1+YPtP)* FoP)
      SNPt = 1/ (QNPt + (1+YNPt)* FoPt)
C SIN IS A RESERVED KEYWORD
      SINi = 1/ (QIN + (1+YIN)* FoN)
      SRI = 1/ (QRI + (1+YRI)* FoI)
      SRR = 1/ (1 + 2*FoR)
      SAnR = 1/ (QAnR + (1+YAnR)* FoR)
      SAnAn = 1/ (1 + 2*FoAn)
      SBAn = 1/ (QBAn + (1+YBAn)* FoAn)
      SBR = 1/ (QBR + (1+YBR)* FoR)
      SB1 = 1/ (1 + 2*FoB1)
      SB12 = 1/ (QB12 + (1+YB12)* FoB1)
      SB2 = 1/ (1 + 2*FoB2)
      SB23 = 1/ (QB23 + (1+YB23)* FoB2)
      SB3 = 1/ (1 + 2*FoB3)
      SB34 = 1/ (QB34 + (1+YB34)* FoB3)
      SB4 = 1/ (1 + 2*FoB4)

*------------------  Constants for matrix solver, [A], [C].  ------------------

C  First four nodes (A=0, for first node)

      A(1) = -SPtP*FoP
      A(2) = -SNPt*FoPt
      A(3) = -SINi*FoN
      C(1) = -2*SPP*FoP
      C(2) = -SPtP*FoP*YPtP
      C(3) = -SNPt*FoPt*YNPt
      C(4) = -SINi*FoN*YIN

C  Resistance layer  (Gage cross-sect 2, [A2], [C2] below)

      A(4) = -SRI*FoI
      C(5) = -SRI*FoI*YRI

      DO 60 N = 5, 13
        A(N) = -SRR*FoR
        C(N+1) = -SRR*FoR
60    CONTINUE

C  Anodized layer

      IF (ANOD.EQ.1) THEN
        A(14) = -SAnR*FoR
        C(15) = -SAnR*FoR*YAnR

        IF(NUMANOD.GT.1) THEN
          DO 61 N = 15, 13+NUMANOD
            A(N) = -SAnAn*FoAn
            C(N+1) = -SAnAn*FoAn
61        CONTINUE
        ENDIF

        A(14+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn
        C(15+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn*YBAn
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      ELSE
        A(14) = -SBR*FoR
        C(15) = -SBR*FoR*YBR
      ENDIF

C  First layer of substrate (Base1)

      DO 62 N = 15, 23
        A(N+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
        C(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
62    CONTINUE

C  Second layer of substrate (Base2)

      A(24+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1
      C(25+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1*YB12
      DO 63 N = 25, 33
        A(N+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
        C(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
63    CONTINUE

C  Third layer of substrate (Base3)

      A(34+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2
      C(35+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2*YB23
      DO 64 N = 35, 49
        A(N+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
        C(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
64    CONTINUE

C  Fourth layer of substrate (Base4)

      A(50+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3
      C(51+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3*YB34
      DO 65 N = 51, 61
        A(N+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
        C(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
65    CONTINUE

C  Node at back of substrate

      A(62+NUMANOD) = -2*SB4*FoB4

*----------------------- Cold Junction Matrix Components ----------------------

*--- Interface parameters for Cold Junction w Pads(See Derivation Sheet) ----

      IF(PAD.EQ.0) GOTO 301

      QRP = (1.+ (RHOR*CPR*DXR/(RHOP*CPP*DXP)))/ 2.
      QPtR = (1.+ (RHOPt*CPPt*DXPt/(RHOR*CPR*DXR)))/ 2.
C     QNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     QIN DEFINED ABOVE
      QAnI = (1.+ (RHOAn*CPAn*DXAn/(RHOI*CPI*DXI)))/ 2.
      QBI = (1.+ (RHOA*CPA*DXB1/(RHOI*CPI*DXI)))/ 2.
C     QBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB3 DEFINED ABOVE
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C     QB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB4 DEFINED ABOVE

      YRP = (KR/DXR) /( KP/DXP)
      YPtR = (KPt/DXPt) /( KR/DXR)
C     YNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     YIN DEFINED ABOVE
      YAnI = (KAn/DXAn) /( KI/DXI)
      YBI = (KA/DXB1) /( KI/DXI)
C     YBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     YBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB3 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB4 DEFINED ABOVE

      SRP = 1/ (QRP + (1+YRP)* FoP)
C     SRR DEFINED ABOVE
      SPtR = 1/ (QPtR + (1+YPtR)* FoR)
C     SNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     SINi DEFINED ABOVE
      SAnI = 1/ (QAnI + (1+YAnI)* FoI)
      SBI = 1/ (QBI + (1+YBI)* FoI)
C     SAnAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     SBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB3 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB4 DEFINED ABOVE

*----------------  Constants for matrix solver, [A2], [C2].  ------------------

C First four nodes (A=0, for first node)

C First layers of gage

      A2(1) = -SRP*FoP
      C2(1) = -2*SPP*FoP
      C2(2) = -SRP*FoP*YRP
      A2(11) = -SPtR*FoR
      A2(12) = -SNPt*FoPt
      A2(13) = -SINi*FoN
      C2(12) = -SPtR*FoR*YPtR
      C2(13) = -SNPt*FoPt*YNPt
      C2(14) = -SINi*FoN*YIN

C  Resistance layer

      DO 70 N = 2, 10
        A2(N) = -SRR*FoR
        C2(N+1) = -SRR*FoR
70    CONTINUE

C  Anodized layer
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      IF (ANOD.EQ.1) THEN
        A2(14) = -SAnI*FoI
        C2(15) = -SAnI*FoI*YAnI

        IF (NUMANOD.GT.1) THEN
          DO 71 N = 15, 13+NUMANOD
            A2(N) = -SAnAn*FoAn
            C2(N+1) = -SAnAn*FoAn
71        CONTINUE
        ENDIF

        A2(14+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn
        C2(15+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn*YBAn
      ELSE
        A2(14) = -SBI*FoI
        C2(15) = -SBI*FoI*YBI
      ENDIF

C  First layer of substrate (Base1)

      DO 72 N = 15, 23
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
72    CONTINUE

C  Second layer of substrate (Base2)

      A2(24+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1
      C2(25+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1*YB12
      DO 73 N = 25, 33
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
73    CONTINUE

C  Third layer of substrate (Base3)

      A2(34+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2
      C2(35+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2*YB23
      DO 74 N = 35, 49
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
74    CONTINUE

C  Fourth layer of substrate (Base4)

      A2(50+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3
      C2(51+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3*YB34
      DO 75 N = 51, 61
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
75    CONTINUE

C  Node at back of substrate

      A2(62+NUMANOD) = -2*SB4*FoB4

      GOTO 100

*--- Interface parameters for Cold Junction w/o Pads(See Derivation Sheet) ----

C     QPtP DEFINED ABOVE
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C     QNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     QIN DEFINED ABOVE
301   QAnI = (1.+ (RHOAn*CPAn*DXAn/(RHOI*CPI*DXI)))/ 2.
      QBI = (1.+ (RHOA*CPA*DXB1/(RHOI*CPI*DXI)))/ 2.
C     QBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB3 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     QB4 DEFINED ABOVE

C     YPtP DEFINED ABOVE
C     YNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     YIN DEFINED ABOVE
      YAnI = (KAn/DXAn) /( KI/DXI)
      YBI = (KA/DXB1) /( KI/DXI)
C     YBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     YBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB3 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     YB4 DEFINED ABOVE

C     SPtP DEFINED ABOVE
C     SNPt DEFINED ABOVE
C     SINi DEFINED ABOVE
      SAnI = 1/ (QAnI + (1+YAnI)* FoI)
      SBI = 1/ (QBI + (1+YBI)* FoI)
C     SAnAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     SBAn DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB1 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB12 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB2 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB23 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB3 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB34 DEFINED ABOVE
C     SB4 DEFINED ABOVE

*----------------  Constants for matrix solver, [A2], [C2].  ------------------

C  First four nodes (A=0, for first node)

      A2(1) = -SPtP*FoP
      A2(2) = -SNPt*FoPt
      A2(3) = -SINi*FoN

      C2(1) = -2*SPP*FoP
      C2(2) = -SPtP*FoP*YPtP
      C2(3) = -SNPt*FoPt*YNPt
      C2(4) = -SINi*FoN*YIN

C  Anodized layer

      IF (ANOD.EQ.1) THEN
        A2(4) = -SAnI*FoI
        C2(5) = -SAnI*FoI*YAnI
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        IF (NUMANOD.GT.1) THEN
          DO 80 N = 5, 3+NUMANOD
            A2(N) = -SAnAn*FoAn
            C2(N+1) = -SAnAn*FoAn
80        CONTINUE
        ENDIF

        A2(4+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn
        C2(5+NUMANOD) = -SBAn*FoAn*YBAn
      ELSE
        A2(4) = -SBI*FoI
        C2(5) = -SBI*FoI*YBI
      ENDIF

C  First layer of substrate (Base1)

      DO 81 N = 5, 13
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB1*FoB1
81    CONTINUE

C  Second layer of substrate (Base2)

      A2(14+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1
      C2(15+NUMANOD) = -SB12*FoB1*YB12
      DO 82 N = 15, 23
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB2*FoB2
82    CONTINUE

C  Third layer of substrate (Base3)

      A2(24+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2
      C2(25+NUMANOD) = -SB23*FoB2*YB23
      DO 83 N = 25, 39
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB3*FoB3
83    CONTINUE

C  Fourth layer of substrate (Base4)

      A2(40+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3
      C2(41+NUMANOD) = -SB34*FoB3*YB34
      DO 84 N = 41, 51
        A2(N+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
        C2(N+1+NUMANOD) = -SB4*FoB4
84    CONTINUE

C  Node at back of substrate

      A2(52+NUMANOD) = -2*SB4*FoB4

C  [D] is always equal to 1; This was entered into TRIDIAG.

*-------------------- Initialize Temperature matrix [T] at t=0. ---------------

100   DO 110 N = 1, (63+NUMANOD)
        T(N) = TAVG
        IF((N.GT.(53+NUMANOD)).AND.(PAD.EQ.0)) GOTO 110
        T2(N) = TAVG
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110   CONTINUE

      OPEN (6, FILE = OUTFILE)

      WRITE (6, *) 'Total time (ms) =', TIMESTEP*NSTEPS
      WRITE (6, *) 'Total # of points =', TIMEF
      WRITE (6, *) 'dt (ms) =  ', DT*1000

      IF(ANOD.EQ.0) THEN
        WRITE (6, *) 'Anodized layer NOT included'
      ELSE
        WRITE (6, *) 'Anodized layer included'
      ENDIF

      IF(PAD.EQ.0) THEN
        WRITE (6, *) 'Pads NOT included on cold junction'
      ELSE
        WRITE (6, *) 'Pads included on cold junction'
      ENDIF

      IF(MAT.EQ.0) THEN
        WRITE (6, *) 'Properties from David Holmberg'
      ELSE
        WRITE (6, *) 'Properties from Incropera and DeWitt'
      ENDIF

      WRITE(6,*) 'Data saved to: ', OUTFILE
      WRITE (6,*) DESC
      WRITE (6, *) 'Time(ms)  q"exp      Tsurf(H)     Tsurf(C)      DELT
     +A T'

*--------- Iteration loop to calculate TSURF(C) TSURF(H) and DELTA T -----------

      DO 120 M = 1, TIMEF

*-----------------  Constants for matrix solver, [B], [B2].  -------------------
*                          (Dependent on Temperature)

C First layers of gage

        B(1) = SPP*T(1) + 2*SPP*FoP*(DXP/KP)*QEXP(M)
        B(2) = SPtP*QPtP*T(2)
        B(3) = SNPt*QNPt*T(3)
        B(4) = SINi*QIN*T(4)
        B(5) = SRI*QRI*T(5)

        IF(PAD.EQ.1) THEN
          B2(1) = SPP*T2(1) + 2*SPP*FoP*(DXP/KP)*QEXP(M)
          B2(2) = SRP*QRP*T2(2)
          B2(12) = SPtR*QPtR*T2(12)
          B2(13) = SNPt*QNPt*T2(13)
          B2(14) = SINi*QIN*T2(14)
          NUMPADS = 10
        ELSE
          B2(1) = SPP*T2(1) + 2*SPP*FoP*(DXP/KP)*QEXP(M)
          B2(2) = SPtP*QPtP*T2(2)
          B2(3) = SNPt*QNPt*T2(3)
          B2(4) = SINi*QIN*T2(4)
          NUMPADS = 0
        ENDIF
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C  Resistance Layer

        DO 130 N = 6, 14
          B(N) = SRR*T(N)
          IF(PAD.EQ.1) THEN
            B2(N-3) = SRR*T2(N-3)
          ENDIF
130      CONTINUE

C  Anodized Layer

        IF (ANOD.EQ.1) THEN
          B(15) = SAnR*QAnR*T(15)
          B2(5+NUMPADS) = SAnI*QAnI*T2(5+NUMPADS)

          IF (NUMANOD.GT.1) THEN
            DO 131 N = 16,14+NUMANOD
              B(N) = SAnAn*T(N)
              B2(N-10+NUMPADS) = SAnAn*T2(N-10+NUMPADS)
131         CONTINUE
          ENDIF

          B(15+NUMANOD) = SBAn*QBAn*T(15+NUMANOD)
          B2(5+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SBAn*QBAn*T2(5+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
        ELSE
          B(15) = SBR*QBR*T(15)
          B2(5+NUMPADS) = SBI*QBI*T2(5+NUMPADS)
        ENDIF

C  First layer of substrate (Base1)

        DO 132 N = 16, 24
          B(N+NUMANOD) = SB1*T(N+NUMANOD)
          B2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB1*T2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
132      CONTINUE

C  Second layer of substrate (Base2)

        B(25+NUMANOD) = SB12*QB12*T(25+NUMANOD)
        B2(15+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB12*QB12*T2(15+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
        DO 133 N = 26, 34
          B(N+NUMANOD) = SB2*T(N+NUMANOD)
          B2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB2*T2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
133     CONTINUE

C  Third layer of substrate (Base3)

        B(35+NUMANOD) = SB23*QB23*T(35+NUMANOD)
        B2(25+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB23*QB23*T2(25+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
        DO 134 N = 36, 50
          B(N+NUMANOD) = SB3*T(N+NUMANOD)
          B2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB3*T2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
134     CONTINUE

C  Fourth layer of substrate (Base4)

        B(51+NUMANOD) = SB34*QB34*T(51+NUMANOD)
        B2(41+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB34*QB34*T2(41+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
        DO 135 N = 52, 62
          B(N+NUMANOD) = SB4*T(N+NUMANOD)
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          B2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB4*T2(N-10+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)
135    CONTINUE

      B(63+NUMANOD) = SB4*T(63+NUMANOD)
      B2(53+NUMANOD+NUMPADS) = SB4*T2(53+NUMANOD+NUMPADS)

*------------------  Solve Matrix for next timestep Theta.  ------------------

      CALL TRIDIAG( (63+NUMANOD), A, D, C, B, TNEW )
      CALL TRIDIAG( (53+NUMANOD+NUMPADS), A2, D2, C2, B2, T2NEW )

*------------------  Output Tsurf(H), Tsurf(C) and Delta T  -------------------

      TIME = M * DT
      DELTAT(M) = TNEW(3)-T2NEW(3+NUMPADS)
      SKIP2 = (REAL(M)/10. - INT(REAL(M)/10.))
      IF (SKIP2.EQ.0) THEN
        WRITE (6,1020) TIME*1E3, QEXP(M), TNEW(1), T2NEW(1), DELTAT(M)
1020    FORMAT(F6.4,4X,F5.2,4X,F10.6,4X,F10.6,4X,F10.6)
      ENDIF

*---------------  Set old Temps to New Temps for next timestep  ----------------

      DO 140 N = 1, (63+NUMANOD)
        T(N) = TNEW(N)
        IF((N.GT.(53+NUMANOD)).AND.(PAD.EQ.0)) GOTO 140
        T2(N) = T2NEW(N)
140    CONTINUE

120   CONTINUE
      CLOSE(6)

      IF (NOBAT.NE.0) GOTO 1

      STOP
10000 END

************************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE TRIDIAG(N,AX,DX,CX,BX,XX)
      DOUBLE PRECISION AX(N), DX(N), CX(N), BX(N), XX(N)

      DX(1) = 1.
      DO 2 I=2,N
        XMULT = AX(I-1) / DX(I-1)
        DX(I) = 1. - XMULT*CX(I-1)
        BX(I) = BX(I) - XMULT*BX(I-1)
2     CONTINUE
      XX(N) = BX(N) / DX(N)
      DO 3 I = N-1, 1, -1
        XX(I) = (BX(I) - CX(I)*XX(I+1)) / DX(I)
3     CONTINUE
      RETURN
      END
      SUBROUTINE CHANGEPROP(MATPROP)
        DOUBLE PRECISION MATPROP, VALUE
        WRITE (*,*) 'Enter value:'
        READ*,VALUE
        MATPROP=VALUE
        RETURN
      END
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The following program listing is a sample of the syntax for the HFM_BAT.CMD file,

which allows for multiple runs.  The third row is the number of runs to process.  If this

parameter is set to 00, the program goes to an interactive mode.

Timestep/No of Timesteps/Anod?/Pads?/Props?/ftype?/Mag/Timimp
Multiply kanod by/No anodization nodes/duration of shock/outfile
06
0.00001 10000 0 0 1 1 10.0 030
1.0000 00 10 HFM_1_1.OUT
NO ANOD/NO PADS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
0.00001 10000 1 0 1 1 10.0 030
1.0000 10 10 HFM_1_2.OUT
ANOD/NO PADS/K*1/10 NDS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
0.00001 10000 1 0 1 1 10.0 030
0.5000 10 10 HFM_1_3.OUT
ANOD/NO PADS/K*.5/10 NDS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
0.00001 10000 1 0 1 1 10.0 030
0.2500 10 10 HFM_1_4.OUT
ANOD/NO PADS/K*.25/10 NDS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
0.00001 10000 1 0 1 1 10.0 030
0.1000 10 10 HFM_1_5.OUT
ANOD/NO PADS/K*.1/10 NDS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
0.00001 10000 1 0 1 1 10.0 030
0.0100 10 10 HFM_1_6.OUT
ANOD/NO PADS/K*.01/10 NDS/10 STEP @ 10/ID
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B.2 Finite Element Program Listings

The following listing is for the HFM finite-element model without the anodization layer.

C* FILE: HFM_6C_0.GEO
C*
C* 2-D FINITE ELEMENT OF VARIOUS LAYERS OF HFM-6-C
C* SPECIFIED HEAT FLUX AT TOP LAYER AND INSULATED AT BOTTOM LAYER
C* NO ANODIZATION LAYER
C* BAT1.BAT AND BAT2.BAT ARE DOS BATCH FILES THAT EXECUTE A C PROGRAM
C* TO EXTRACT THE HOT NODE AND COLD NODE INFORMATION AND CORRESPONDING
C* DELTA T FOR EACH TIMESTEP BEFORE A NEW SOLUTION OVERWRITES THE .TEM
C* OUTPUT FILE
C*
EGROUP,1,PLANE2D,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,
RCONST,1,1,1,2,2.54,0,
TITLE, HFM MODEL - FINITE ELEMENT - HFM_6C_0

C*ASSIGN SCALE FACTOR AND MAT PROPS

PARASSIGN,LNSCL,REAL,1,
PARASSIGN,TMSCL,REAL,1,
PARASSIGN,IN2MM,REAL,25.4,

C*ALUMINA

PARASSIGN,K1,REAL,40*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C1,REAL,765*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS1,REAL,.00397E6/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*PLATINUM

PARASSIGN,K2,REAL,71.6*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C2,REAL,133*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS2,REAL,21450/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*NICHROME

PARASSIGN,K3,REAL,12.0*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C3,REAL,420*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS3,REAL,8400/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*SILICON MONOXIDE

PARASSIGN,K4,REAL,1.38*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS4,REAL,2100/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,C4,REAL,552.38*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,

C*ALUMINUM NITRIDE

PARASSIGN,K5,REAL,165.0*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C5,REAL,713*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS5,REAL,3290/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,PULSE,REAL,1
PARASSIGN,MAG,REAL,1E5/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL

C*DEFINE MAT. PROPS

MPROP,1,KX,K1,KY,K1,KZ,K1,C,C1,DENS,DENS1,
MPROP,2,KX,K2,KY,K2,KZ,K2,C,C2,DENS,DENS2,
MPROP,3,KX,K3,KY,K3,KZ,K3,C,C3,DENS,DENS3,
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MPROP,4,KX,K4,KY,K4,KZ,K4,C,C4,DENS,DENS4,
MPROP,5,KX,K5,KY,K5,KZ,K5,C,C5,DENS,DENS5,

C*ASSIGN PARAMETERS FOR LAYER THICKNESSES

PARASSIGN,THK7,REAL,2E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK6,REAL,0.3E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK5,REAL,0.3E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK4,REAL,0.1E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK3,REAL,1.9E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK2,REAL,7.5E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK1,REAL,5.0E-3*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,PAD,REAL,0.0035*IN2MM*1E-3*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,ELSIZ,REAL,10E-8*LNSCL,

C*SET UP FOR MODEL GENERATION

ACTECLR,0,
PTTOL,1E-10,
VIEW,0,0,1,0,
ACTSET,MP,5,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR SUBSTRATE

PT,1,0,0,0
PT,2,4*PAD,0,0
PT,3,4*PAD,THK1,0
PT,4,0,THK1,0
SF4PT,1,1,2,3,4,0

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR ANODIZATION

PT,5,4*PAD,THK1+THK2,0
PT,6,0,THK1+THK2,0
SF4PT,2,3,5,6,4,0

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMAL RESISTANCE

PT,7,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,8,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,9,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3,0
PT,10,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3,0
SF4PT,3,7,8,9,10,0

C*MESH THERMAL RESISTANCE

ACTSET,MP,4
M_SF,3,3,1,4,100,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR ADHESION

PT,11,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,12,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,13,0,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,4,6,11,12,13,0

PT,14,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK4
SF4PT,5,11,7,14,12,0

PT,15,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,16,PAD*0.5-THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
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PT,17,PAD*0.5-THK4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,6,17,14,15,16,0

PT,18,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,7,10,9,18,15,0

PT,19,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,20,PAD*1.5+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,21,PAD*1.5+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,8,19,20,21,18,0

PT,22,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,23,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,9,8,22,23,19,0

PT,24,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,25,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,10,22,24,25,23,0

PT,26,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,27,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,11,24,26,27,25,0

PT,28,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,29,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,12,26,28,29,27,0

PT,30,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,13,28,5,30,29,0

C*MESH ADHESION

ACTSET,MP,1
M_SF,4,4,1,4,20,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,5,5,1,4,(THK4+THK5)/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ
M_SF,6,6,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ
M_SF,7,7,1,4,100,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,8,8,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,9,9,1,4,(THK4+THK5)/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,10,10,1,4,40,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,11,11,1,4,100,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,12,12,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,13,13,1,4,20,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMOCOUPLE METAL 1

PT,31,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
PT,32,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,14,15,18,31,32,0

PT,33,PAD*1.5+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,34,PAD*1.5+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,15,18,33,34,31,0

PT,35,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,16,20,23,35,21,0

PT,36,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
PT,37,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,17,23,25,36,37,0
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PT,38,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,18,25,27,38,36,0

C*MESH THEMOCOUPLE METAL 1

ACTSET,MP,2
M_SF,14,14,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,15,15,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,16,16,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,17,17,1,4,40,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,18,18,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

PT,39,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
PT,40,0,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
SF4PT,19,13,12,39,40,0

PT,41,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,20,12,17,16,41,0

PT,42,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,43,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,21,42,15,32,43,0

PT,44,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
PT,45,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,22,43,32,44,45,0

PT,46,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,23,32,31,46,44,0

PT,47,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
PT,48,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,24,36,38,47,48,0

PT,49,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
PT,50,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,25,38,49,50,47,0

SF4PT,26,27,29,49,38,0

PT,51,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
SF4PT,27,29,30,51,49,0

C*MESH THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

ACTSET,MP,3
M_SF,19,19,1,4,20,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,20,20,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,21,21,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,22,22,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,23,23,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,24,24,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,25,25,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,26,26,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,27,27,1,4,20,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR PROTECTIVE COATING

PT,52,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
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PTND,53,3849
PT,54,0,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,28,40,53,52,54,0

PT,55,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,29,53,39,55,52,0

PT,56,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,30,41,42,45,56,0

PT,57,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,31,52,55,57,56,0

PT,58,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
PT,59,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,32,57,56,59,58,0

PT,60,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,33,56,45,60,59,0

PT,61,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,34,45,44,61,60,0

PT,62,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,35,44,46,62,61,0

PT,63,PAD*1.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,36,31,34,63,46,0

PT,64,PAD*1.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,37,46,63,64,62,0

PT,65,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,38,33,35,65,63,0

PT,66,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,39,63,65,66,64,0

PT,67,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK7,0
PT,68,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK7,0
SF4PT,40,37,36,67,68,0

PT,69,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
PT,70,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,41,48,47,70,69,0

PT,71,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,42,47,50,71,70,0

PT,72,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
PT,73,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,43,49,51,73,72,0

C*MESH PROTECTIVE COATING

ACTSET,MP,1
M_SF,28,28,1,4,19,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,29,29,1,4,1,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,30,30,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,(THK5+THK6)/ELSIZ,1,1
PARASSIGN,TEMP,REAL,THK3+THK6-THK7
PARASSIGN,TEMP2,INTEGER,(THK3+THK6-THK7)/ELSIZ
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M_SF,31,31,1,4,1,2,1,1
M_SF,32,32,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,33,33,1,4,1,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,34,34,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,35,35,1,4,100,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,36,36,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK6/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,37,37,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,38,38,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,(THK5+THK6)/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,39,39,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,40,40,1,4,40,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,41,41,1,4,100,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,42,42,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,43,43,1,4,20,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1

C* SUBSTRATE RECREATION -- DELETE SKELETON SUBSTRATE AND ANODIZATION
C* SURFACES AND ALIGN NODES WITH EXISTING MESH AND SURFACES

SFDEL,1,2,1

C*DEFINE POINTS FOR SUBSTRATE

PT,74,0,THK2,0
PT,75,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK2,0
PT,76,PAD*0.5,THK2,0
PT,77,PAD*1.5,THK2,0
PT,78,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK2,0
PT,79,PAD*2.5,THK2,0
PT,80,PAD*3.5,THK2,0
PT,81,PAD*3.5+THK5,THK2,0
PT,82,PAD*4,THK2,0

C*DEFINE SURFACES FOR SUBSTRATE

SF4PT,44,74,75,11,6,0
SF4PT,45,75,76,7,11,0
SF4PT,46,76,77,8,7,0
SF4PT,47,77,78,22,8,0
SF4PT,48,78,79,24,22,0
SF4PT,49,79,80,26,24,0
SF4PT,50,80,81,28,26,0
SF4PT,51,81,82,5,28,0

C*MESH SUBSTRATE

ACTSET,MP,5
M_SF,44,44,1,4,20,120,1,0.5
M_SF,45,45,1,4,4,120,1,0.5
M_SF,46,46,1,4,100,120,1,0.5
M_SF,47,47,1,4,4,120,1,0.5
M_SF,48,48,1,4,40,120,1,0.5
M_SF,49,49,1,4,100,120,1,0.5
M_SF,50,50,1,4,3,120,1,0.5
M_SF,51,51,1,4,20,120,1,0.5

C*BOUNDARY CONDITIONS -- q" = MAG AT TOP SURFACE OF GAGE / q"=0 AT BOTTOM

HXCR,85,MAG,85,1,
HXCR,98,MAG,98,1,
HXCR,101,MAG,105,2,
HXCR,109,MAG,115,6,
HXCR,117,MAG,120,3,
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HXCR,123,MAG,125,2,

C*RESCALE AND SETUP FOR SOLUTION

SCALE,0,
TUNIF,25,
NMERGE,1,NDMAX,1,1E-9*LNSCL,0,0,0,
A_THERMAL,T,1E-5,1,1,1000,0,1,1E+008,0,
PRINT_OPS,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
HT_OUTPUT,1,1,0,
ACTECLR,1,MP,1,
TIMES,0,25E-6*TMSCL,0.25E-6*TMSCL,
CLS;
EPLOT;
HXPLOT;

C*SOLVE AND STORE FINE TIMESTEP DATA

R_THERMAL;
OSCOMMAND,CD\COSMOSM\USERS\HFM
OSCOMMAND,BAT1.BAT

C*REINITIALIZE AND SOLVE/STORE FINE TIMESTEP DATA

TEMPINIT,100;
TIMES,25E-6,100E-6,1E-6
R_THERMAL;
OSCOMMAND,CD\COSMOSM\USERS\HFM
OSCOMMAND,BAT2.BAT

The next listing is for the HFM model with the anodization layer included.  One listing is

shown for simplicity; for other values of the thermal conductivity of the anodization layer, the

value of K6 was changed.

C* FILE: HFM_6C_1.GEO
C*
C* 2-D FINITE ELEMENT OF VARIOUS LAYERS OF HFM-6-C
C* SPECIFIED HEAT FLUX AT TOP LAYER AND INSULATED AT BOTTOM LAYER
C* INCLUSION OF ANODIZATION LAYER AT Kanod 0.4 W/cm K
C* BAT3.BAT AND BAT4.BAT ARE DOS BATCH FILES THAT EXECUTE A C PROGRAM
C* TO EXTRACT THE HOT NODE AND COLD NODE INFORMATION AND CORRESPONDING
C* DELTA T FOR EACH TIMESTEP BEFORE A NEW SOLUTION OVERWRITES THE .TEM
C* OUTPUT FILE
C*
EGROUP,1,PLANE2D,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,
RCONST,1,1,1,2,2.54,0,
TITLE, HFM MODEL - FINITE ELEMENT - HFM_6C_1

C*ASSIGN SCALE FACTOR AND MAT PROPS

PARASSIGN,LNSCL,REAL,1,
PARASSIGN,TMSCL,REAL,1,
PARASSIGN,IN2MM,REAL,25.4,

C*ALUMINA
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PARASSIGN,K1,REAL,40*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C1,REAL,765*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS1,REAL,.00397E6/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*PLATINUM

PARASSIGN,K2,REAL,71.6*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C2,REAL,133*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS2,REAL,21450/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*NICHROME

PARASSIGN,K3,REAL,12.0*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C3,REAL,420*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS3,REAL,8400/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,

C*SILICON MONOXIDE

PARASSIGN,K4,REAL,1.38*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS4,REAL,2100/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,C4,REAL,552.38*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,

C*ALUMINUM NITRIDE

PARASSIGN,K5,REAL,165.0*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,C5,REAL,713*LNSCL*LNSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL,
PARASSIGN,DENS5,REAL,3290/LNSCL/LNSCL/LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,PULSE,REAL,1
PARASSIGN,MAG,REAL,1E5/TMSCL/TMSCL/TMSCL

C*ANODIZATION

PARASSIGN,K6,REAL,K5*1,
PARASSIGN,C6,REAL,C5,
PARASSIGN,DENS6,REAL,DENS5,

C*DEFINE MAT. PROPS

MPROP,1,KX,K1,KY,K1,KZ,K1,C,C1,DENS,DENS1,
MPROP,2,KX,K2,KY,K2,KZ,K2,C,C2,DENS,DENS2,
MPROP,3,KX,K3,KY,K3,KZ,K3,C,C3,DENS,DENS3,
MPROP,4,KX,K4,KY,K4,KZ,K4,C,C4,DENS,DENS4,
MPROP,5,KX,K5,KY,K5,KZ,K5,C,C5,DENS,DENS5,
MPROP,6,KX,K6,KY,K6,KZ,K6,C,C6,DENS,DENS6,

C*ASSIGN PARAMETERS FOR LAYER THICKNESSES

PARASSIGN,THK7,REAL,2E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK6,REAL,0.3E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK5,REAL,0.3E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK4,REAL,0.1E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK3,REAL,1.9E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK2,REAL,7.5E-6*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,THK1,REAL,5.0E-3*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,PAD,REAL,0.0035*IN2MM*1E-3*LNSCL,
PARASSIGN,ELSIZ,REAL,10E-8*LNSCL,

C*SET UP FOR MODEL GENERATION

ACTECLR,0,
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PTTOL,1E-10,
VIEW,0,0,1,0,
ACTSET,MP,5,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR SUBSTRATE

PT,1,0,0,0
PT,2,4*PAD,0,0
PT,3,4*PAD,THK1,0
PT,4,0,THK1,0
SF4PT,1,1,2,3,4,0

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR ANODIZATION

PT,5,4*PAD,THK1+THK2,0
PT,6,0,THK1+THK2,0
SF4PT,2,3,5,6,4,0

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMAL RESISTANCE

PT,7,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,8,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,9,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3,0
PT,10,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3,0
SF4PT,3,7,8,9,10,0

C*MESH THERMAL RESISTANCE

ACTSET,MP,4
M_SF,3,3,1,4,100,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR ADHESION

PT,11,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,12,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,13,0,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,4,6,11,12,13,0

PT,14,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK4
SF4PT,5,11,7,14,12,0

PT,15,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,16,PAD*0.5-THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,17,PAD*0.5-THK4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,6,17,14,15,16,0

PT,18,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,7,10,9,18,15,0

PT,19,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,20,PAD*1.5+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
PT,21,PAD*1.5+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,8,19,20,21,18,0

PT,22,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,23,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,9,8,22,23,19,0

PT,24,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,25,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,10,22,24,25,23,0
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PT,26,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2,0
PT,27,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,11,24,26,27,25,0

PT,28,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2,0
PT,29,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,12,26,28,29,27,0

PT,30,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4,0
SF4PT,13,28,5,30,29,0

C*MESH ADHESION

ACTSET,MP,1
M_SF,4,4,1,4,20,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,5,5,1,4,(THK4+THK5)/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ
M_SF,6,6,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ
M_SF,7,7,1,4,100,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,8,8,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,9,9,1,4,(THK4+THK5)/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,10,10,1,4,40,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,11,11,1,4,100,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,12,12,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,13,13,1,4,20,THK4/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMOCOUPLE METAL 1

PT,31,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
PT,32,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,14,15,18,31,32,0

PT,33,PAD*1.5+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,34,PAD*1.5+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,15,18,33,34,31,0

PT,35,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,16,20,23,35,21,0

PT,36,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
PT,37,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,17,23,25,36,37,0

PT,38,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,18,25,27,38,36,0

C*MESH THEMOCOUPLE METAL 1

ACTSET,MP,2
M_SF,14,14,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,15,15,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,16,16,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,17,17,1,4,40,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,18,18,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

PT,39,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
PT,40,0,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
SF4PT,19,13,12,39,40,0
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PT,41,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
SF4PT,20,12,17,16,41,0

PT,42,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4,0
PT,43,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5,0
SF4PT,21,42,15,32,43,0

PT,44,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
PT,45,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,22,43,32,44,45,0

PT,46,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,23,32,31,46,44,0

PT,47,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
PT,48,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,24,36,38,47,48,0

PT,49,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5,0
PT,50,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,25,38,49,50,47,0

SF4PT,26,27,29,49,38,0

PT,51,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6,0
SF4PT,27,29,30,51,49,0

C*MESH THERMOCOUPLE METAL 2

ACTSET,MP,3
M_SF,19,19,1,4,20,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,20,20,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK3/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,21,21,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,22,22,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,23,23,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,24,24,1,4,100,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,25,25,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,26,26,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,
M_SF,27,27,1,4,20,THK5/ELSIZ,1,1,

C*DEFINE POINTS AND SURFACES FOR PROTECTIVE COATING

PT,52,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
PTND,53,3849
PT,54,0,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,28,40,53,52,54,0

PT,55,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,29,53,39,55,52,0

PT,56,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,30,41,42,45,56,0

PT,57,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,31,52,55,57,56,0

PT,58,PAD*0.5-THK7,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
PT,59,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,32,57,56,59,58,0

PT,60,PAD*0.5-THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
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SF4PT,33,56,45,60,59,0

PT,61,PAD*0.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,34,45,44,61,60,0

PT,62,PAD*1.5,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,35,44,46,62,61,0

PT,63,PAD*1.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,36,31,34,63,46,0

PT,64,PAD*1.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,37,46,63,64,62,0

PT,65,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6,0
SF4PT,38,33,35,65,63,0

PT,66,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK1+THK2+THK3+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,39,63,65,66,64,0

PT,67,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK7,0
PT,68,PAD*1.5+THK4+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK7,0
SF4PT,40,37,36,67,68,0

PT,69,PAD*2.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
PT,70,PAD*3.5,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,41,48,47,70,69,0

PT,71,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK5+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,42,47,50,71,70,0

PT,72,PAD*3.5+THK6,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
PT,73,PAD*4,THK1+THK2+THK4+THK6+THK7,0
SF4PT,43,49,51,73,72,0

C*MESH PROTECTIVE COATING

ACTSET,MP,1
M_SF,28,28,1,4,19,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,29,29,1,4,1,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,30,30,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,(THK5+THK6)/ELSIZ,1,1
PARASSIGN,TEMP,REAL,THK3+THK6-THK7
PARASSIGN,TEMP2,INTEGER,(THK3+THK6-THK7)/ELSIZ
M_SF,31,31,1,4,1,2,1,1
M_SF,32,32,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,33,33,1,4,1,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,34,34,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,35,35,1,4,100,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,36,36,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK6/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,37,37,1,4,THK6/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,38,38,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,(THK5+THK6)/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,39,39,1,4,THK4/ELSIZ,THK7/4/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,40,40,1,4,40,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,41,41,1,4,100,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,42,42,1,4,THK5/ELSIZ,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1
M_SF,43,43,1,4,20,THK7/ELSIZ,1,1

C* SUBSTRATE RECREATION -- DELETE SKELETON SUBSTRATE AND ANODIZATION
C* SURFACES AND ALIGN NODES WITH EXISTING MESH AND SURFACES

SFDEL,1,2,1
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C*DEFINE POINTS FOR ANODIZATION

PT,74,0,THK1,0
PT,75,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,THK1,0
PT,76,PAD*0.5,THK1,0
PT,77,PAD*1.5,THK1,0
PT,78,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,THK1,0
PT,79,PAD*2.5,THK1,0
PT,80,PAD*3.5,THK1,0
PT,81,PAD*3.5+THK5,THK1,0
PT,82,PAD*4,THK1,0

C*DEFINE SURFACES FOR ANODIZATION

SF4PT,44,74,75,11,6,0
SF4PT,45,75,76,7,11,0
SF4PT,46,76,77,8,7,0
SF4PT,47,77,78,22,8,0
SF4PT,48,78,79,24,22,0
SF4PT,49,79,80,26,24,0
SF4PT,50,80,81,28,26,0
SF4PT,51,81,82,5,28,0

C*MESH ANODIZATION

ACTSET,MP,6
M_SF,44,44,1,4,20,10,1,0.5
M_SF,45,45,1,4,4,10,1,0.5
M_SF,46,46,1,4,100,10,1,0.5
M_SF,47,47,1,4,4,10,1,0.5
M_SF,48,48,1,4,40,10,1,0.5
M_SF,49,49,1,4,100,10,1,0.5
M_SF,50,50,1,4,3,10,1,0.5
M_SF,51,51,1,4,20,10,1,0.5

C*DEFINE POINTS FOR SUBSTRATE

PT,83,0,0,0
PT,84,PAD*0.5-THK4-THK6,0,0
PT,85,PAD*0.5,0,0
PT,86,PAD*1.5,0,0
PT,87,PAD*1.5+THK6+THK4,0,0
PT,88,PAD*2.5,0,0
PT,89,PAD*3.5,0,0
PT,90,PAD*3.5+THK5,0,0
PT,91,PAD*4,0,0

C*DEFINE SURFACES FOR SUBSTRATE

SF4PT,52,84,83,74,75,0
SF4PT,53,85,84,75,76,0
SF4PT,54,86,85,76,77,0
SF4PT,55,87,86,77,78,0
SF4PT,56,88,87,78,79,0
SF4PT,57,89,88,79,80,0
SF4PT,58,90,89,80,81,0
SF4PT,59,91,90,81,82,0

C*MESH SUBSTRATE
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ACTSET,MP,5
M_SF,52,52,1,4,20,120,1,0.5
M_SF,53,53,1,4,4,120,1,0.5
M_SF,54,54,1,4,100,120,1,0.5
M_SF,55,55,1,4,4,120,1,0.5
M_SF,56,56,1,4,40,120,1,0.5
M_SF,57,57,1,4,100,120,1,0.5
M_SF,58,58,1,4,3,120,1,0.5
M_SF,59,59,1,4,20,120,1,0.5

C*BOUNDARY CONDITIONS -- q" = MAG AT TOP SURFACE OF GAGE / q"=0 AT BOTTOM

HXCR,85,MAG,85,1,
HXCR,98,MAG,98,1,
HXCR,101,MAG,105,2,
HXCR,109,MAG,115,6,
HXCR,117,MAG,120,3,
HXCR,123,MAG,125,2,

C*RESCALE AND SETUP FOR SOLUTION

SCALE,0,
TUNIF,25,
NMERGE,1,NDMAX,1,1E-9*LNSCL,0,0,0,
A_THERMAL,T,1E-5,1,1,1000,0,1,1E+008,0,
PRINT_OPS,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,
HT_OUTPUT,1,1,0,
ACTECLR,1,MP,1,
TIMES,0,25E-6*TMSCL,0.25E-6*TMSCL,
CLS;
EPLOT;
HXPLOT;

C*SOLVE AND STORE FINE TIMESTEP DATA

R_THERMAL;
OSCOMMAND,CD\COSMOSM\USERS\HFM
OSCOMMAND,BAT3.BAT

C*REINITIALIZE AND SOLVE/STORE FINE TIMESTEP DATA

TEMPINIT,100;
TIMES,25E-6,100E-6,1E-6
R_THERMAL;
OSCOMMAND,CD\COSMOSM\USERS\HFM
OSCOMMAND,BAT4.BAT
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Appendix C – Data From Laser Experiments
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Appendix D – Data from Offset Experiments

Directly Deposited Gage with No Turbulence Grid
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Directly Deposited Gage with Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with 0.000” Offset, Plate Covering, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with +0.010” Offset, Plate Covering, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with +0.010” Offset, Plate Covering, and Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with -0.010” Offset, Plate Covering, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with -0.010” Offset, Plate Covering, and Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with 0.000” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with 0.000” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with 0.000” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and Turbulence Grid (Redo)
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Insert Gage with +0.010” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with +0.010” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with +0.010” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and Turbulence Grid (Redo)
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Insert Gage with -0.010” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and No Turbulence Grid
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Insert Gage with -0.010” Offset, Smoothed Blade, and Turbulence Grid
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